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ABSTRACT 

Organochlorine pesticides (OCPs) were extensively applied in agriculture, industry 

and public health programs for decades. Based on the persistence and the 

lipophilicity of OCPs, these chemicals are ubiquitous in the environment and can be 

accumulated in fatty tissues of animals through the food chain. Even being restricted 

for years, OCPs are still detected in human bodies. In this thesis, analytical methods 

for the determination of OCPs were developed and applied for the analysis of cord 

serum samples. The evaluation of prenatal exposure to OCPs and its effects on birth 

outcomes as well as the postnatal growth were investigated. 

Due to the toxicology and carcinogenesis, biomonitoring of the OCP exposure to 

human is needed. Therefore, an analytical method with high sensitivity and 

specificity is required to detect OCPs at trace levels in serum. We compared two 

data acquisition modes of mass spectrometry (MS), namely selected ion monitoring 

(SIM) and multiple reaction monitoring (MRM). Higher sensitivity and selectivity 

were achieved by MRM because the background noise was reduced by lowering the 

matrix effects. Different ionization techniques, including electron ionization (EI), 

chemical ionization (CI) and atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) were 

evaluated. The EI source is a universal ionization technique available with the MS 

library for the compound identification. The negative chemical ionization (NCI) is 

more suitable to analyze compounds with high electronegativity. The novel 

ionization technique APCI was coupled to gas chromatography-tandem mass 

spectrometry (GC-MS/MS). The APCI source was evaluated by terms of ionization 

and fragmentation performance. APCI was a soft ionization technique generating 

molecular ions with high intensity. The selectivity and sensitivity of APCI were 

comparable or better than the EI source. 
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As one of the largest consumers and producers of OCPs, China has suffered severe 

OCP pollution. Previous monitoring studies reported detectable levels of OCPs in 

human bodies. However, studies concerning the prenatal exposure to OCPs in China 

are limited. Due to the vulnerability of fetuses, the effects of prenatal exposure to 

OCPs could be more severe than those of adults. We collected cord serum samples 

during the delivery period in Wuhan, China and measured the OCP concentrations 

to assess the prenatal exposure by using GC-MS/MS. Compared with other areas in 

China, the OCP levels in Wuhan were comparable in this population. The identified 

predominant OCPs were β-HCH and p,p'- DDE, with geometric means of 8.67 and 

33.9 ng/g lipid, respectively. Slight positive associations were found between α-

HCH and β-HCH, and between o,p′- DDT and p,p′-DDT, which indicated similar 

exposure source of these chemicals. The obtained results showed that HCH levels 

were associated with maternal age, body mass index (BMI) before pregnancy, 

education levels, and passive smoking. 

Associations between the prenatal exposure of OCPs and birth outcomes were 

investigated. The sex-specific relationships between the OCP exposure and birth 

size were indicated. Concentrations of β-HCH were inversely associated with birth 

weight and ponderal index for boys, while for girls these associations were not 

significant. Our results suggested that the prenatal exposure to OCPs exerted 

negative effects on the fetal growth, and precautions should be taken even though 

the OCP levels were relatively low.  

 

Keywords: organochlorine pesticides, gas chromatography tandem mass 

spectrometry, ionization technique, prenatal exposure, birth outcomes  
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Chapter 1 General introduction 

1.1 Introduction  

1.1.1 Organochlorine pesticides  

Organochlorine pesticides (OCPs) have been widely used for agriculture, forestry, 

building protection and insect control. After extensive use for several decades, 

OCPs were found detrimental to wildlife animals and human health. A number of 

epidemiologic and experimental studies have proved the toxicology and 

carcinogenesis of OCPs on wildlife animals and human health [1]. Even though the 

use of OCPs has been prohibited in most developing countries, OCPs are still 

applied to the vector control in some developing countries. In addition, OCPs could 

be bioaccumulated in fatty tissues of animals through the food chain, because they 

are lipophilic, persistent, and highly stable. Biomonitoring studies found detectable 

levels of OCPs in the environment [2], wildlife animals [3], and human bodies [4] 

after these chemicals have been banned for many years.  

One of the widely ever used synthetic pesticides is dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane 

(DDT). DDT was firstly synthesized in 1874 and its ability as an pesticide was 

discovered in 1939 when Paul Müller found the insecticidal properties [5]. It was 

originally used by allied forces for the protection of military personnel from malaria 

during the Second World War, because the insecticidal property of DDT was 

contact and persistent, much superior to any other known product at that time. 

Actually, millions of service men and civilian populations were protected by DDT 

against epidemic diseases during and after the Second World War. During that 

period, DDT was of great importance in the public health especially when it 

eradicated malaria from the United States and Europe [6]. Notably, quantities of 

DDT to control malaria and typhus were limited during and after the Second World 
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War, thus its negative effects did not cause any panics. However, from 1943 DDT 

started to be produced industrially on a large scale and released commercially, 

which resulted in its price falling and large-scale applications in agriculture and 

forestry in 1945 [1]. The agricultural production was largely enhanced by the 

control of pests by DDT. In 1960s, the global consumption of DDT was 

approximately 400,000 tons per year, 70-80% of which was used for agriculture [7].  

Hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH) is another family of OCPs used as an insecticide. 

HCH has eight isomers that are denoted by Greek letters (α, β, γ, δ, ε, η, and θ). 

Among these isomers, α-HCH, β-HCH, γ-HCH, and δ-HCH were of commercial 

significance. The most frequently used HCH products were lindane or technical 

HCH. Lindane refers to products that contain γ-HCH more than 99%, and was 

found with the strongest insecticidal activity among these isomers. Technical HCH 

is not a solo HCH isomer, but rather a mixture of several isomers. Technical HCH is 

composed of 60-70% α-HCH, 5-12% β-HCH, 10-12% γ-HCH, 6-10% δ-HCH, and 

3-4% ε-HCH [8]. Although firstly synthesized in 1825 by Michael Faraday, HCH 

was not identified with insecticidal properties until 1942 [9]. Unlike DDT which 

achieved its great success early in the Second World War, HCH was mainly 

produced and widely used after the War until the 1990s [10]. In the early 1990s, 

about 6,000,000 tons of technical HCH were used annually worldwide [11]. Only in 

China and southern Asia, the consumption of technical HCH was as high as 60,000 

tons per year [12]. 

As one of the largest agricultural countries in the world, China was also a major 

producer and consumer of OCPs. In 1951, DDT was initially used and produced in 

China, mainly for the increase of agriculture outputs. The estimated production of 

commercial DDT was more than 0.27 million tons in total from 1951 to 1983 [13]. 
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The use and production of HCH in China started in 1952, and the total amount of 

HCH produced in China was 4.5 million tons from 1952 to 1983 [13]. As shown in 

Figure 1.1, the annual productions of both DDT and HCH in China grew 

dramatically from 1950s, reached a peak in 1970s, and decreased to zero in 1984. 

The agricultural use of DDT and HCH was banned in 1983, and only a small 

amount of DDT was used for the disease vector control under the exemption of 

Stockholm Convention. 

 

Figure 1.1 Historical productions of DDT and HCH in China (data source [14]). 

However, there was a concern about potential adverse effects of these chemicals. 

The publication of ‘Silent Spring’ first drew public attention to the hazard of OCPs’ 

extensive use and has successfully trigged legislations on the use of OCPs [15]. 

Because of the persistence, bioaccumulation, and carcinogenicity of these chemicals, 

the implementation of Stockholm Convention on persistent organic pollutants 

(POPs) restricts the extensive use of OCPs. Based on recommendations and 

guidelines of World Health Organization (WHO), DDT was listed in Annex B to the 

Stockholm Convention with restricted production at first meeting in 2001. In 2009, 

HCH isomers (α-HCH, β-HCH and γ-HCH) were also listed in Annex A to the 

Stockholm Convention with banned production and use.  
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1.1.2 Exposure source of OCPs 

Because of persistence properties, OCPs remain so ubiquitous in the environment 

that exposure to these pesticides is unavoidable. Even after being restricted for 

decades, OCPs could be still detected in biological samples (serum, blood, milk, and 

tissues) among general populations [4, 16, 17]. Contaminations of OCPs in the 

environment (air, waters, sediments, soils, and wildlife animals) have been reported 

by a number of biomonitoring studies.  

Soils and sediments are heterogeneous matrix consisting detritus, metals, salts and 

organic particles, which could be regarded as reservoirs of POPs [18]. Given that 

OCPs were largely used in agricultural fields and these compounds could be highly 

reserved in soil, pollutions and erosion of soil caused by OCPs would be severe. 

Contaminations of OCPs in soil or sediments have been found worldwide, including 

West African [19], Hong Kong [20], German [21]. The OCPs contained in soil or 

sediments could be released into the crops or forests which grew on the regions, and 

then be passed into wildlife animals like birds which fed on the plants. In addition, 

OCPs would be released into waters by agricultural runoff, including surface water 

and groundwater. The presence of HCH isomers and DDT as well as it metabolites 

in waters has been reported by recent monitoring studies [22–24]. Based on volatile 

properties of these compounds, OCPs contained in waters could be released into the 

surrounding air through air-water gas exchange. Soils or sediments would be eroded 

by wind, which may bring the containing pesticides into the atmosphere. These 

pesticides in the atmosphere would be easily long-range transported, and thus are 

found in places where OCPs have not been applied such as the Arctic regions. A 

long monitoring study on Arctic research stations showed detectable levels of OCPs 
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in the atmosphere, even though air concentrations of OCPs decreased from1993 to 

2006 [25].   

It is undeniable that chemicals with hydrophobic properties like OCPs are more 

easily contained and accumulated in fat-rich tissues of animals [26]. Wildlife 

animals (e.g., fishes or birds) living in heavily contaminated environment had higher 

body burdens of DDTs and HCHs than those living in clean environment [27].  

Food contamination of OCPs could be increased by pollutions of surrounding 

environment, which eventually passed these harmful pesticides to residents in that 

region [28]. Generally, the main exposure source of OCPs for human is food 

consumption. DDT and HCH have been both detected in different kinds of food 

(vegetables, fruits, meats and aquatic foods) [29–31]. For example, OCPs were 

found in fish samples from Hong Kong [31]. Notably, concentrations of DDT in 45% 

of freshwater and 70% of marine fish samples were more than the screening value 

set by United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) [32]. Among food 

analyzed, aquatic food and meat constituted more than 50% of dietary intake of 

DDT and HCH. It could be explained by the fact that aquatic foods and meats 

contain more fat. Previous studies estimating the daily intake of OCPs found that 

over 90% of the body burden of DDTs came from fatty food, such as fishes or meats 

[31, 33]. Aforementioned results suggested that OCPs were accumulated via the 

food chain and that residents in coastal regions were under higher risks of OCP 

exposure. Associations between concentrations of OCPs in the serum and their 

levels in daily consumed foods have been found positively associated [16]. The 

attention should be paid to food contamination and safety when the exposure source 

of OCPs is evaluated.  
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As one of the largest producer and consumers of OCPs, China has been under the 

concern of national OCP pollutions. The application of OCPs in China started in the 

1950s, peaked in the 1970s, and was restricted in 1983 [8]. However, the use of 

DDT was not totally banned in China because of the vector control. It may help to 

explain why levels of OCPs in China remained high while levels in industrialized 

countries have decreased dramatically. Monitoring studies confirmed the continuous 

high levels of OCPs in China. Previous studies reported concentrations of DDT in 

sediments of the river/estuary system [34] and in mussels of coastal waters [35] in 

China.  

1.1.3 Biomonitoring of OCPs 

Biomonitoring of OCPs could be carried out by measurement of these chemicals in 

wildlife animals (such as fishes and birds) [27] as well as human bodies [36–38]. 

Bioindicators are living organisms which could reflect the health of an ecosystem. 

Monitoring of these organisms could straightforwardly indicate the pollution 

situations of their living surroundings. Based on the hydrophobic property, OCPs 

have a high solubility in hydrocarbons and fats, which makes the determination 

more easily in bioindicators than in surrounding water and sediments.  

Since aquatic organisms could integrate pollutants of their surrounding throughout 

their lifetime, concentrations of OCPs in these organisms are results of water-lipid 

partitioning, consequently reflecting the extent of OCP pollutions in their living 

regions. Fishes have been regarded as a good bioindicator for aquatic environment, 

because lipids of tissues could accumulate OCPs directly from waters and 

metabolism of these pesticides are relatively low [39, 40].  

For terrestrial environment, birds are considered as the suitable bioindicator for 

several advantages. They are long-lived animals which could integrate pollutants 
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over a long period. The popularity of birds in wild environment makes samples 

more accessible. Birds, particularly predatory birds, are senior animals of food 

chains, reflecting health risks of pollutants to human and the ecosystem better than 

other animals [41]. Actually, birds have been used as bioindicators for various types 

of pollutants in previous studies [2].  

Human exposure to OCPs can be evaluated by measurement of targeted compounds 

or their metabolites in blood [36], milk [37] and adipose [38]. Human milk samples 

have become a widely used tool for monitoring of OCPs. It is a non-invasive type of 

samples to access the individual body burden as well as dietary exposure of breast-

fed infants [42]. Human milk has been collected and determined for OCPs since the 

1950s [43]. Results from biomonitoring studies indicated that concentrations of 

OCPs peaked in the 1960s, fallen dramatically in the 1970s or early 1980s, 

remained steady in the recent two decades [43–47]. Trends of OCP levels in human 

milk also reflected the effectiveness of the ban on OCPs. However, milk samples 

are only available for women during lactation and are measured to estimate 

exposure of women at child-bearing age.  

Compared to human milk, blood is relatively easily obtained to evaluate the body 

burden of chronic exposure [48]. Biomonitoring on blood samples could be 

conducted within populations among a broad spectrum of ages and of different races. 

Therefore, blood is one of the most frequently used samples. Concentrations of 

DDTs and HCHs in human blood in different countries were summarized in Table 

1.1.  
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Table 1.1 Concentrations of DDTs and HCHs in human blood in different countries or regions (ng/mL) 

Country, regions Samples HCHs    DDTs   Reference  

  Range Mean  Median   Range Mean  Median   

China, Hong Kong Serum -- -- --  1311-2928 1934 -- [49] 

China, Guangzhou  Serum 5.7-159.2 80.1 54.7  329-6164 2464 2115 [50] 

Japan Serum 13-55 27.4 26.0  -- 1243 184 [51] 

India, Delhi Blood -- 750 --  -- 950 -- [52] 

Sweden  Serum -- 51.6 --  -- 836.1 -- [53] 

Germany  Blood -- 0.113 0.069  -- 0.814 0.558 [54] 

United Kingdom Serum 8.9-120 -- 15  1.3-814.9 - 100 [55] 

Portugal, Coimbra  Serum 1.08-114.4 10 --  -- 93.5 -- [56] 

Spain  Serum 132-9071 1291 957  -- 4896 3166 [57] 

Romania  Serum 177-12180 -- 1114  446-34930 - 2420 [58] 

Mexico  Serum 200-27400 4900 3100  1400-155200 18200 10700 [59] 
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1.1.4 Analytical method of OCPs 

The determination of OCP residues for biomonitoring is challenging, for the 

analysis involves qualification and quantification of compounds in different and 

complicated matrixes. Thus, different analytical methods have developed to satisfy 

various aims of biomonitoring. In general, the methods for the determination of 

OCPs in different matrices are very sensitive and thus able to detect extremely low 

levels of OCPs. Actually, limits of detection (LODs) vary widely among various 

analytical methods. To satisfy the requirement of biomonitoring of OCPs on general 

populations, LODs of the analytical methods should be 1 ng/mL or less. Analytical 

methods with higher LODs are suitable for populations susceptible of highly 

exposed, such as occupationally exposed workers. Moreover, accuracies and 

precisions of analytical methods should be evaluated. Relative standard deviations 

(RSDs) of analytical methods are usually less than 15-20%. 

The procedure to measure OCPs in biological samples could basically be separated 

as the extraction of analytes and the instrumental analysis (Figure 1.2). The aim of 

sample treatment is to extract analytes as much as possible from the matrix, 

enhancing recoveries of analytical methods. Typical extraction methods of OCPs 

include liquid liquid extraction (LLE) and solid phase extraction (SPE).  

For LLE method, OCPs could be efficiently extracted from biological samples by 

exhaustive extraction with a variety of organic solvents. Given that OCPs are highly 

hydrophobic, organic solvents commonly used for extraction include hexane [60], 

dichloromethane [61], methyl tert-butyl ether [62] and ethyl acetate [60, 63]. Salts 

are usually added into the mixture solution, so as to enhance the separation of 

organic phase and aqueous phase. However, LLE is not environmentally friendly, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methyl_tert-butyl_ether
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because it would consume large volume of organic solvents. The extraction 

procedure is also labor-intensive and time-consuming. 

SPE provides an alternative method to extract OCPs. SPE is a sample preparation 

method that isolates desired compounds from the matrix by the affinity of a solid 

phase. The general procedure is to condition the SPE cartridge with solvent first, 

pass treated samples through it, wash away interferences, and finally elute desired 

target compounds with organic solvents into a collection tube. Various SPE 

cartridges are available and have been applied for analysis of OCPs, including 

octadecyl-bonded silica (C18) [64], Oasis
®
 HLB [65], Florisil [66], and Strata X [67]. 

SPE requires fewer operational steps and reduces the necessary amount of solvent, 

while providing satisfactory reproducibility and recoveries. 
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Figure 1.2 Analytical procedure of OCPs.  
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Since OCPs are volatile and nonpolar compounds, gas chromatography (GC) is 

commonly used for chromatographic separation. The separation occurs in a GC 

column which is a fused silica capillary column coated with thermally stable 

polymer [68]. There are many different stationary phases of capillary columns 

available, including methylpolysiloxane, dimethylpolysiloxane, dimethylarylene 

siloxane, and polyethylene glycol.  

Electron capture detector (ECD) [69] or mass spectrometer [70] is used as the GC 

detector for analysis of OCPs. GC-ECD is universally used in environmental, 

biological and forensic analysis. When molecules enter the detector, they would 

capture electrons and reduce the current. ECD is usually used to analyze 

halogenated compounds, because these compounds have strong electronegativity 

and capture electrons more easily. When operated at 300-350 °C, ECD is relatively 

unaffected by bleeding of column. The widely used ECD is the 
63

Ni detector which 

is available at relatively low cost. However, since oxygen or water may oxidize the 

63
Ni source and reduce the detector response, the entering carrier gas from GC 

columns should not contain high levels of oxygen or water impurities. Moreover, 

other impurities such as hydrocarbons and sulfur would cause false positive and 

negative peaks. 

Since ECD could not provide unequivocal confirmation of identity, MS detector is 

the favored choice. In gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS), 

identification of compounds could be conducted not only by comparison of 

retention times with standards, but also by integration of mass spectrometry (MS). 

The commonly used ionization technologies are electron ionization (EI) and 

chemical ionization (CI). EI is a hard ionization technique, while CI is the soft one. 

Quantification of analytes is conducted by selected ion monitoring (SIM) mode. 
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However, confidence in identification by the SIM mode is reduced if the sample 

matrix is complicated and contains interference [71]. Alternatively, tandem mass 

spectrometry (MS/MS) suffers less from  matrix influence [72, 73]. Multiple 

reaction monitoring (MRM) mode is often used in MS/MS where the precursor ion 

and the product ion are selected for quantification. In MRM mode, the signal-to-

noise ratio (S/N) could be enhanced by reducing background noise, which 

consequently provide better sensitivity for the determination of OCPs [73, 74]. 

1.2 Adverse effects of OCP exposure on human health  

1.2.1 Endocrine activities of OCPs  

Although use of OCPs on large scale has been banned for decades, the OCP current 

background remains a cause for concern due to endocrine disrupting properties. 

Endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs) are compounds that could alter the normal 

functions of hormones and other signaling molecules in wildlife and humans. Most 

of OCPs have been found with endocrine disrupting properties [75, 76]. With the 

structure similar to endogenous hormones, EDCs could bind to hormone receptors, 

thus inhibiting the normal actions and reducing natural hormone levels. For example, 

animal study reported that dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene (DDE) could inhibit 

androgen binding through binding the oestrogen receptor, which further affected the 

sex development in male mice [77].  

Estrogenic activities of HCH isomers were observed in rats and mice [78], as well 

as in viviparous and oviparous fish [79, 80]. The ewe lambs which were fed with 

lindane were found with decreased levels of thyroid hormone and weaker 

reproductive function [81]. Experimental studies have also proven estrogenic effects 

of DDT [82–85]. The increased uterine weight of rat [82] and mice [83] indicated 
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the uterotropic effect of technical DDT. The o,p’-DDT was found to be the cause of 

this uterotropic activity [82]. In addition, embryotic exposure to o,p’-DDT in 

domestic hens would disrupt multiple endocrine pathways, leading to eggshell 

thinning and reducing carbonic anhydrase activity in shell gland capillaries [84]. 

Similarly, a permanent male-to-female sex reversal was observed in medaka fish 

after eggs were exposed to o,p’-DDT [85]. The p,p’-DDT was also reported as the 

estrogen receptor agonist and the androgen receptor antagonist [86]. In animal 

organism or human bodies, DDT could be metabolized to DDE and 

dichlorodiphenyldichloroethane (DDD). The DDE, which is an androgen receptor 

antagonist [77], would interact with other EDCs in an additive or multiplicative way 

[66, 87, 88]. In addition, prior studies indicated the association between earlier 

weaning and levels of DDE in maternal fat may be due to the hormonal activity of 

DDE [89, 90]. 

1.2.2 Epidemiological studies 

The adverse effects of long-term exposure to OCPs have been indicated. A number 

of epidemiological studies have investigated adverse effects of OCP exposure, 

including increasing occurrence of cancer [91, 92], impairing neurological function 

[93, 94], as well as disturbing hormone systems.  

Considering a number of cancers are hormonally sensitive, risks of these diseases 

would be improved by OCPs [95]. OCPs are xenoestrogenic substances which 

would inhibit enzymes, suppress immune responses, and increase risks of cancers, 

when remaining in bodies for the long term [96–98]. Based on estrogenic or 

antiestrogenic activities, OCPs were susceptible of promoting the development of 

tumors through disrupting the hormone systems [99]. Positive associations between 

the OCP exposure and increased risks of hormonally sensitive cancers, including 
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breast cancer [100],  prostate cancer [92], testicular cancer [101], and pancreatic 

cancer [102] have been reported. A nest case-control study in India found higher 

levels of HCH isomers, DDT and its metabolites in breast cancer patients than 

normal women [103]. A similar study in the U.S. reported that serum concentrations 

of DDE in women diagnosed of breast cancer were significantly higher than those in 

breast-cancer-free women, although exposure levels were much lower than that in 

India [104]. The prostate cancer incidence was higher in the population with 

agricultural pesticide exposure [91]. A case-control study has reported that risks of 

seminomatous and nonseminomatous testicular germ cell tumors were increased by 

exposure to p,p′-DDE [105]. Another case-control study found that increased p,p'-

DDT levels were significantly associated with pancreatic cancer cases with a K-ras 

mutation [106]. Given that mutations of K-ras in codon 12 are prevalent in 

carcinomas of the pancreas, it indicated that p,p'-DDT might play a part in the 

development of exocrine pancreatic cancer through mediation of K-ras activation. 

OCPs could increase intracellular reactive oxygen species and cause the decrease in 

mitochondrial membrane potential [107]. Both oxidative stress and mitochondrial 

dysfunction may result in dopamine neurotoxicity, which has been implicated in 

neurodegenerative diseases [108]. There were extensive studies showing that 

pesticide exposure would be associated with increased risks of Parkinson’s disease. 

Several studies indicated that the risk would be increased by exposure to β-HCH 

[93]. Moreover, elevated serum DDE levels were found to be associated with an 

increased risk of Alzheimer disease [109].  

There is growing evidence that EDCs can disrupt hormone systems including 

thyroid hormone [110], sex hormone [87], and reproductive hormone [111]. Thyroid 

hormones refer to hormones that are produced and released by the thyroid gland, 
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such as triiodothyronine and thryoxine. These hormones are essential for basic 

metabolism, neurodevelopment and bone growth [112]. During pregnancy, the 

thyroid function plays an important role in healthy pregnancy outcomes and 

successful brain development in the fetus [113]. It has been reported that the 

homeostasis of thyroid hormone could be disturbed by OCPs [114]. An 

epidemiological study of adult men in Boston found positive associations between 

p,p’-DDE and free thryoxine and total triiodothyronine, and a negative association 

between p,p’-DDE and thyroid stimulating hormone [115]. A cross-sectional study 

from a heavily contaminated area in Brazil reported inverse associations between 

OCPs and testosterone in men and luteinizing hormone and follicle-stimulating 

hormone in peri-/postmenopausal women [116]. A cohort study investigating the 

effects of POPs on the male hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis showed positive 

associations between p,p’-DDE and sex hormone-binding globulin and luteinizing 

hormone [111]. These findings supported that OCPs could affect sex hormone 

systems through mechanism of estrogenic activities. 

1.2.3 Prenatal exposure and adverse birth outcomes 

Sufficient evidence reported that adverse effects of exposure to environmental 

pollutants were decided not only by the dosage or toxicity of these chemicals but 

also by critical exposure windows [117]. Development at the early stage is a 

sensitive process where diseases, nutrition or drugs could exert possible life-long 

consequences on fetuses and infants. Pregnant women and fetuses are vulnerable to 

environmental pollutants [118]. Lipophilic xenobiotics, such as HCH isomers and 

DDT, could be stored in mothers’ adipose tissues and be carried into the placenta by 

the blood circulation [38]. The transplacental transference of OCPs across the 

placental barrier from mothers to fetuses during pregnancy has been suggested by 
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the presences of OCPs in cord sera [119, 120]. In addition, there were strong 

positive relationships between concentrations of OCPs in maternal sera and in cord 

sera [119].  

A number of epidemiological studies have reported adverse effects of prenatal 

exposure to environmental contaminants. For example, a collaborative perinatal 

project in the U.S. found maternal DDE exposure increases preterm births which is 

a major contributor to infant morality [121]. A case-control study concerning the 

reproductive function reported a potential increased risk of spontaneous abortion 

with elevated serum levels of DDE [122]. A birth cohort suggested that prenatal 

exposure to p,p’-DDE was possibly related to hyperactivity of children at 5-9 years 

old [123]. Therefore, it is essential to investigate the associations between prenatal 

exposure to OCPs and its effects on birth outcomes and later life.  

1.3 Objectives  

The extensive use of OCPs in agriculture, industries and the public health has led to 

the accumulation of these chemicals in wild animals and human. Due to the 

persistence and toxicology of OCPs, it is necessary to monitor the body burden of 

OCPs. A sensitive, accurate and selective method should be developed to measure 

these compounds at trace levels. Since the fetuses and infants are more vulnerable 

than adults, the prenatal exposure and its effect on birth outcomes and postnatal 

growth were investigated. The present study focused on the analysis of HCH and 

DDT as well as its metabolites (as shown in Figure 1.3). The detailed objectives are 

listed as follows: 

1) Compare ionization ability of EI, CI and atmospheric pressure chemical 

ionization (APCI) for the analysis of OCPs. 
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2) Establish a robust GC-MS/MS analytical method for measurement of OCPs in 

human serum samples.  

3) Collect cord serum samples (n = 1048) from a birth cohort study and measure 

concentrations of OCPs in cord serum samples.  

4) Estimate the prenatal exposure levels of OCPs in population of Wuhan, China. 

5) Investigate associations of prenatal exposure to OCPs and birth outcomes as 

well as postnatal growth. 

 

Figure 1.3 Structure of selected OCPs.  
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Chapter 2 Comparison of different methods of mass spectrometry coupled with 

gas chromatography for the analysis of organochlorine pesticides in serum 

samples 

2.1 Introduction  

OCPs, including HCH and DDT, are persistent organic chemicals that were once 

extensively used in agriculture, industry and public health programs. Due to the 

hazardous effects on human and wildlife animals, OCPs have been banned in 

industrialized countries since the 1970s or restricted for use in many others. 

Nowadays, OCPs are only permitted for the control of disease vector in some 

developing countries [1, 124]. Experimental and epidemiological studies have 

reported the endocrine disrupting properties of OCPs and their metabolites that 

would interfere the hormone systems, impair the neurobehavioral development, and 

have potential carcinogenic effects [3-5, 75]. 

Since OCPs are resistant to degradation [128] and could be accumulated in fatty 

tissues of animals and human through the food chain [75], these chemicals could 

still be detected in the environment [24], wildlife animals [2], and human bodies 

[129] after banned for decades. Therefore, the current body burden of OCPs is of 

concern. Biological monitoring of exposure can be carried out by the measurement 

of OCPs and their metabolites in serum, blood, adipose tissues, breast milk and hair 

[6, 7]. Human serum is a reliable sample for biological monitoring because the 

sample is convenient to be obtained and has been used for extensive relevant studies 

[129, 132]. In response, various methods were developed to detect the pesticides at 

low levels to monitor environmental contamination and human health.  

GC-MS was normally applied for the determination of OCPs [133]. The MS 

detector could provide unequivocal identification, and the SIM mode is necessary to 
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provide adequate quantification at low levels. However, when the sample matrix is 

complex, the identification confidence of the single quadrupole is inadequate. The 

use of GC-high-resolution MS allows better selectivity, but magnetic sector 

instruments are complex and expensive. The accuracy of the measured m/z values in 

time-of-flight MS (TOFMS) instruments may be significantly influenced by the 

signal intensity and can decrease both at low and at high signal intensities [134]. In 

order to achieve high selectivity and sensitivity, MS/MS was required for the 

screening and determination of multiresidue pesticides [12-14]. Under the MRM 

mode of triple quadrupole mass spectrometry (QqQMS), precursor ions selected by 

the first quadrupole were fragmented in the second quadrupole, and the product ions 

generated from the collision chamber were detected by the third quadrupole. The 

unique pairs of precursor ions and products ions were dependent on the chemical 

structures and fragmentation patterns of the target compounds. Therefore, the MRM 

method is preferable for trace levels analysis in complicated matrix.  

Various ionization techniques are available for GC-MS, including EI and CI. The EI 

source is the most universal ionization technique and has commercial mass spectra 

libraries for the identification of compounds. The CI ionization technique is derived 

from the fundamental studies of ion/molecule interactions, first introduced by 

Munson and Field in 1966 [138]. In the ionization process of CI, compounds are 

ionized by gas phase ion/molecule reactions, as illustrated by Figure 2.1. Compared 

with EI, the CI source is a soft ionization technique providing less fragmentation 

and more information of molecular ions. The CI source could be operated in 

positive and negative ionization modes. Due to the electronegativity of halogens, 

OCPs could be analyzed by the negative chemical ionization (NCI). Meantime, 
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interferences without electronegative elements or groups could not be ionized, thus 

reducing the background of chromatograms and enhancing the S/N.  

Although the analyses by GC-MS or GC-MS/MS with the EI or NCI source have 

been developed [139, 140], a close evaluation of QqQMS with EI or NCI ionization 

techniques on the same instrument for the determination of OCPs in serum samples 

has not been reported. In this chapter, two ionizations and two data acquisition 

modes were compared for the evaluation of sensitivity and selectivity for the GC-

MS analysis of the OCPs. 

 

Figure 2.1 Mechanism of CI, with the reactions under the positive ionization mode 

[Equations (1-4)] and the negative ionization mode [Equations (5-6)].  

2.2 Material and methods 

2.2.1 Chemicals and reagents 

All solvents were HPLC grade and purchased from VWR (Dresden, Germany), 

except dichloromethane (Tedia Co. Ltd., Fairfield, OH, USA) and toluene (Lab-

Scan, Lisbon, Portugal). Oasis
®
 HLB cartridges (60 mg/3 mL) were obtained from 

Waters (Milford, USA) and used for solid-phase extraction. Fetal bovine serum 

(FBS) was obtained from Gibco (Grand Island, NY) and used as the serum matrix 

for the method development and validation. Individual OCPs (α-HCH, γ-HCH, o,p’-
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DDT, p,p’-DDT, o,p’-DDE, p,p’-DDE, o,p’-DDD and p,p’-DDD) were purchased 

from Chem Service Inc. (West Chester, PA). Internal standards (
13

C6-labeled α-

HCH and 
13

C12-labeled p,p’-DDT) were purchased from Dr. Ehrenstorfer 

(Augsburg, Germany). 2,2’,3,4,5,5’6-hepachlorobiphenyl (PCB-187) was purchased 

from Wellington Laboratories (Guelph, Ontario, Canada) and used as internal 

standard under NCI mode.  

2.2.2 Standard preparation and calibration 

Individual standard stock solutions (1 mg/mL) of α-HCH, γ-HCH, o,p’-DDD, p,p’- 

Separated solutions of internal standards (50 ng/mL) were prepared. The working 

solutions of mixture were prepared by diluting stock solutions to final 

concentrations with hexane. The final standard solutions covered the concentration 

range of 0.01-100 ng/mL containing 5 ng/mL of internal standards. All solutions 

were stored in amber glass container at 4 °C. 

2.2.3 Sample preparation 

For method validation, FBS was spiked with known quantity of analytes to generate 

the spiked concentration at 1 or 5 ng/mL and equilibrated for 24 hours in a 

refrigerator at 4 °C. For analysis of real human samples, blood was collected in 

glass tubes, kept at 4 °C for 30 min and then centrifuged (CT15RE, Hitachi, Tokyo, 

Japan) at 12000 rpm for 5 min to separate the serum. The human serum samples 

were stored in a freezer at −20 °C until analysis. After the equilibration to ambient 

temperature, 1 mL of serum sample was added with 500 µL of acetonitrile and 

sonicated for 20 min in an ultrasonic bath and subsequently diluted with 3.0 mL of 

water (as shown in Figure 2.2). In all experiments, cartridges of Oasis
®
 HLB were 

pre-washed and conditioned with 2 mL of dichloromethane, 1 mL of toluene, 2 mL 

of methanol and 2 mL of water. After serum sample was loaded into the cartridge, 
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the cartridge was rinsed with 3 mL of water/methanol (4:1, v/v) and dried for 15 

min by ambient air for the removal of water residues. The analytes were eluted from 

the SPE column with 1 mL of toluene twice. Then the extract was dried under a 

gentle stream of nitrogen and reconstituted in 100 µL of hexane for instrumental 

analysis.  

Serum blanks were prepared by following the same procedure, but without spiking, 

to check any contamination throughout the analytical procedure. No significant 

background interference was found for the OCPs analysis.    

 

Figure 2.2 Overview of determination of OCPs in human serum. 

2.2.4 Instrumental analysis 

The instrumental analysis was performed on an Agilent 7890B gas chromatograph 

system coupled with an Agilent 7000C mass spectrometer. 1 µL of the sample 

extract was injected to the GC column at 280 °C with helium as the carrier gas in 

constant flow mode at 1 mL/min. The oven temperature program was 90 °C for 0.5 

min followed by a 20 °C/min ramp to 200 °C (held for 1 min), 10 °C/min ramp to 
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250 °C (held for 5 min) and a final ramp of 20 °C/min to 290 °C (held for 8 min) in 

sequence. The transfer line temperature was 280 °C.  

A maximum ion time of 20 ms was employed for both EI and NCI modes. For the 

EI mode, the electron energy of 70 eV and the ion source temperatures were 

applied. For the NCI mode, the source temperature was 175 °C. Methane was used 

as the reagent gas with a flow rate of 40% and the electron energy was 240 eV, as 

recommended by the manufacturer. MS acquisitions in full scan mode were carried 

out over a range of m/z 50-650. The selected ions and MRM ion transitions for each 

acquisition mode are shown in Table 2.1. 

2.3 Results and discussion 

In order to analyze OCPs in human serum at trace levels, the method should be 

highly sensitive and selective. Attention was paid both to the development of a 

suitable sample preparation procedure and optimization of GC-MS parameters. SIM 

and MRM using both EI and NCI were examined and compared. The GC separation 

conditions for most of the pesticide residues have been reported in previously and 

hence major changes in the operating temperature were not necessary. Minor 

changes were made in the GC temperature program, in order to achieve better and 

quick separation of the analytes. The final temperature of the oven was chosen as 

290 °C, which is not high enough to cause bleeding of GC columns in long term but 

ensure the elution of the pesticide residues and interfering compounds. 

2.3.1 Ionization techniques for GC-MS analysis of the OCPs 

Investigations on the ionization and fragmentation of the OCPs analysis were 

carried out. For EI-MS analysis, the default equipment parameters were used as the 

starting point, including the electron energy of 70 eV and the ion source temperature 

was 200 °C. Various electron energies (from 40 to 70 eV) and different source 
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temperatures (from 125 to 200 °C) were evaluated in mono parametric studies with 

the increment of 10 eV and 25 °C, respectively. For NCI-MS analysis, the source 

temperature was optimized from 125 to 200 °C. An example of the influence of the 

ionization parameters on intensity of the selected ions of α-HCH (m/z 183 and 71) in 

EI and NCI mode, respectively, is shown in Figure 2.3. It was observed that electron 

energy of 70 eV provided the best sensitivity for EI-MS. For NCI-MS, the source 

temperature of 175 °C gave the highest intensity for the selected ion at m/z of 71. 

Other OCPs presented similar optimized parameters to those for α-HCH.  

 

Figure 2.3 Influence of ionization parameters. (A) electron energy in EI-MS 

analysis and (B) source temperature in NCI-MS analysis of α-HCH. 
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The selected SIM ions for the OCP determination with EI and NCI modes are 

shown in Table 2.1. The chromatograms (A) and (C) in Figure 2.4 showed that the 

background of NCI mode was much lower than that of EI. However, the compounds 

with less electrophilic groups such as DDTs, DDEs and DDDs have better 

sensitivity in EI-MS analysis. EI-MS is more suitable for the analysis of DDTs, 

DDEs and DDDs, while NCI-MS had better sensitivity and lower background for 

the analysis of HCHs. 
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Table 2.1 SIM and MRM parameters for the determination of OCPs in EI and NCI 

modes 

Compound RT 

(min) 

EI mode 
b
  NCI mode 

b
 

SIM 

(m/z) 

MRM  

(m/z) 

CV  

(V) 

 SIM  

(m/z) 

MRM  

(m/z) 

CV 

(V) 

α-HCH 7.58 181,  

219 

219>181, 

219>145 

10  71,  

73 

71>35, 

73>37 

10 

γ-HCH 8.10 181,  

219 

219>181, 

219>145 

10  71,  

73 

71>35, 

73>37 

10 

o,p’-DDE 11.22 246, 

318 

318>246, 

318>283 

10  246,  

71 

246>35, 

246>37 

10 

p,p’-DDE 11.95 246,  

318 

318>246, 

318>283 

10  246,  

71 

246>35, 

246>37 

10 

o,p’-DDD 12.19 235,  

318 

235>165, 

235>199 

20  246,  

71.2 

246>35, 

246>37 

10 

p,p’-DDD 13.06 235,  

318 

235>165, 

235>199 

20  71,  

73 

71>35, 

73>37 

10 

o,p’-DDT  13.16 235,  

246 

235>165, 

235>199 

20  71,  

73 

71>35, 

73>37 

10 

p,p’-DDT 14.15 235,  

246 

235>165, 

235>199 

20  71,  

73 

71>35, 

73>37 

10 

α-HCH 
13

C6
a
 7.58 187,  

225 

225>187, 

225>151 

10 
 

ND 
  

p,p’-DDT 
13

C12
a
 14.15 247,  

258 

247>177, 

247>211 

20 
 

ND 
  

PCB-187 14.79 ND 
  

 396,  

71 

396>35, 

396>37 

10 

Abbreviations: RT, retention time; CV, collision energy; ND, not detected. 

a
 Internal standard. 

b
 The underlined are confirmation ions.  
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Figure 2.4 Total ion chromatograms from the analysis of spiked serum at 5 ng/mL 

under different modes: (A) EI-SIM, (B) EI-MRM, (C) NCI-SIM and (D) NCI-MRM. 

Peak 1-8 and IS: α-HCH, γ-HCH, o,p’-DDE, p,p’-DDE, o,p’-DDD, p,p’-DDD, o,p’-

DDT, p,p’-DDT and PCB-187.  

2.3.2 Optimization of MRM parameters 

Feasibilities of the MRM analysis were evaluated for each of the OCPs under both 

EI and NCI modes. For the MRM method development, the precursor ion was 

typically selected among the most intensive and characteristic ion, with the larger 

m/z value to minimize the impact of matrix interferences. Following the selection of 

the precursor ion, product ion spectrum was acquired in the full-scan MS/MS 

analysis. The most intense product ion was selected for each precursor ion for 

composing MRM ion transition. For example, the precursor ion was selected at m/z 

219 for HCH in EI mode, although the most abundant ion occurred at m/z of 181. 

Higher mass of the selected ion ensured less matrix interference and generated more 

available fragment ions, among which the most intensive fragment ion at m/z 181 

was chosen for the MRM ion transition. The collision energy applied to the 

fragmentation was adjusted in order to maximize the peak intensity of the selected 

fragment ion. The variation in peak intensity of α-HCH ion with collision energy is 
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shown in Figure 2.5. NCI is a softer ionization process than EI so there is a tendency 

for less fragmentation. However, for some pesticides, such as α-HCH, significant 

fragmentation in the ion source was observed, resulting in an ion with small mass 

(m/z = 71) available at significant abundance for the subsequent MRM analysis. The 

observation is very similar to the NCI-MS analysis of PBDEs, in which Br
-
 is used 

as the quantitative ion [21, 22]. In this study, Cl
-
 was used as the quantitative ion for 

the MRM analysis of most OCPs.   

Table 2.1 shows the MRM ion transition and collision energy for each OCP and 

internal standard. Total ion chromatograms from the MRM analysis of the spiked 

serum under EI and NCI modes are shown in Figure 2.4. The obtained results 

indicated that the MRM mode had less matrix effect and better specificity. 
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Figure 2.5 Sensitivity with various collision energy for the analysis of α-HCH at 50 

ng/mL in hexane (n = 3) in EI mode (A) and NCI mode (B). 

2.3.3 Calibrations and limits of detection and quantification 

Calibrations were evaluated by preparing standards in matrix extracts. Matrix 

suppressions and effects were reported for the analysis of pesticides in environment 

and food samples [143], but not for the analysis of OCPs in serum samples. 

Calibration curves were prepared at levels from 0.1 ng/mL to 100 ng/mL for the 8 

OCPs and a fixed concentration of 5 ng/mL for the internal standards. The 

evaluation of matrix effects on the determination of the OCPs was carried out by 
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both calibrations with standards in hexane and in serum extract. Peak areas relative 

to the corresponding labelled internal standard were used for quantitation. The 

calibration linearity was established from 0.1 ng/mL to 100 ng/mL at eight 

concentration levels with correlation coefficients (R) larger than 0.99. The slopes of 

the calibration curves were quite similar for both methods, indicating that the matrix 

effects from the serum samples might not result in significant interference problem 

in the GC-MS analysis. LODs were determined experimentally, which gave a signal 

equivalent to or higher than three times of the baseline noise. Limits of 

quantification (LOQs) were determined as the lowest concentration which gave 

response equal to ten times of the background. Table 2.2 shows the LODs and 

LOQs for OCPs in SIM and MRM acquisition modes as well as under both EI and 

NCI. In general, SIM acquisition with both EI and NCI had higher LODs and LOQs 

than MRM. The LOD and LOQ values in the present study are better than or equal 

to those reported previously [24, 25].  

EI-MS/MS in MRM mode provided the best sensitivity for DDTs, DDEs and DDDs 

with LODs ranging from 0.0060 to 0.060 ng/mL. For HCHs, however, NCI-MS/MS 

provided higher sensitivity than EI mode, with LODs of 0.0011 and 0.0030 ng/mL 

(Table 2.2) because of the electrophilic nature of HCHs that contain six chlorine 

atoms. NCI has better sensitivity for compounds containing more electronegative 

atoms. However, NCI did not provide the best sensitivity for the DDD isomers 

containing four chlorine atoms. The finding from this study is in agreement with 

previous studies of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) [145], where NCI did not 

provide the best sensitivity for mono- through tetra-chlorinated biphenyl congeners. 
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Table 2.2 Limits of detection and quantification for the determination of OCPs in 

serum, obtained from GC with EI- or NCI-MS analyses in SIM and MRM modes 

Compound LOD (pg/mL)  LOQ (pg/mL) 

EI NCI   EI NCI 

SIM MRM SIM MRM  SIM MRM SIM MRM 

α-HCH 2.7 0.90 1.8 0.11  9.0 3.0 6.0 0.37 

γ-HCH 3.0 1.4 2.0 0.30  10 4.7 6.7 1.0 

o,p’-DDE 2.0 0.60 9.1 8.3  6.7 2.0 30 28 

p,p’-DDE 2.5 1.0 9.9 8.9  8.3 3.3 33 30 

o,p’-DDD 2.7 2.3 120 19  9.0 7.7 400 63 

p,p’-DDD 6.0 4.0 10 7.5  20 13 33 25 

o,p’-DDT 4.0 3.3 100 51  13 11 333 170 

p,p’-DDT 64 6.0 134 23  213 20 447 77 

Abbreviations: LOD, limit of detection; LOQ, limit of quantification. 

2.3.4 Recoveries and precision 

The precision and recovery data were obtained from the analysis of six serum 

replicated samples fortified at three levels. Serum was spiked at 0.05, 0.5 and 5 

ng/mL levels and analyzed by SIM and MRM under both EI and NCI modes. 

Recoveries in the range of 83-120% were obtained for the target compounds, and 

precision (shown as intra-day RSDs) were lower than 20% at both spiked levels 

(Table 2.3). Better recoveries were obtained for the sample at higher concentration 

of 5 ng/mL.  MRM analysis provided better performance at the low concentration. 

These results are in agreement with the finding in the present work that MRM mode 

suffers less from the complicated matrixes and provides better sensitivity.  Pitarch et 

al. concluded that the severe matrix effects in serum samples was absent under 

MRM mode after adequate selection of MS/MS conditions, providing higher 

sensitivity [146]. Fussell et al. also compared the GC-ECD and GC-MS in SIM and 

MRM analysis of fish oil and found that the blank extracts contained interference 

peaks under the detection mode of GC-ECD and GC-MS in SIM mode [147]. The 

previous researches and the results in the present study confirm that MRM mode has 
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cleaner background and lower matrix effects. 

Table 2.3 Recoveries and relative standard deviations (% ± RSD) of OCPs in spiked 

serum samples, analyzed by GC-MS with different modes (n = 6) 

Compound Spiked 

(ng/mL) 

EI mode  NCI mode 

SIM MRM  SIM MRM 

α-HCH 

0.05 107±16 102±14  100±8 82±13 

0.5 92±4 90±3  115±4 106±2 

5 98±2 102±1  109±4 102±3 

γ-HCH 

0.05 86±14 91±9  107±9 100±14 

0.5 89±3 103±5  112±3 106±5 

5 95±6 107±2  113±4 105±3 

o,p’-DDE 

0.05 96±19 103±18  81±7 100±16 

0.5 87±4 105±5  109±4 96±4 

5 95±2 98±7  89±1 94±1 

p,p’-DDE 

0.05 120±11 96±18  90±14 102±13 

0.5 86±1 109±2  83±3 97±4 

5 111±3 93±5  97±5 103±5 

o,p’-DDD 

0.05 100±17 113±11  103±19 110±11 

0.5 90±5 105±2  86±3 115±3 

5 110±3 102±1  89±1 109±5 

p,p’-DDD 

0.05 118±13 101±8  86±16 87±13 

0.5 91±3 103±2  86±3 89±3 

5 90±2 99±1  87±3 103±2 

o,p’-DDT 

0.05 109±6 99±11  89±20 82±15 

0.5 108±4 100±2  83±3 89±2 

5 92±2 99±2  94±5 89±2 

p,p’-DDT 

0.05 103±7 103±8  108±16 104±12 

0.5 102±4 99±3  84±4 95±3 

5 99±3 102±2  116±3 109±1 

 

2.3.5 Analysis of human serum samples 

The developed method was applied for the determination of OCPs in 5 samples of 

human serum samples (Table 2.4). The serum samples (up to 1 mL) were extracted 

and reconstituted in 20 µL of hexane before the instrumental analysis. The α-HCH 

and γ-HCH were not detected in the SIM and MRM analyses. DDT and its 

metabolites were analyzed by GC-EI-MRM (Figure 2.6). The detected pesticides 
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were confirmed based on chromatographic retention time and the MS/MS 

transitions with deviations less than 10%.  

Table 2.4 Analysis of the OCPs in human serum samples by using GC-EI-MRM and 

GC-NCI-MRM (ng/mL)   

Compounds
a
 

Sample number 

1 2 3 4 5 

α-HCH ND
b
  ND ND ND ND 

γ-HCH ND ND ND ND ND 

o,p’-DDD ND ND ND ND 0.025 

o,p’-DDE ND ND 0.014 0.037 0.010 

o,p’-DDT 0.046 0.013 ND ND 0.050 

p,p’-DDD ND ND ND ND 0.040 

p,p’-DDE 0.081 0.086 0.011 0.024 0.016 

p,p’-DDT 0.032 0.037 0.046 0.048 0.012 

a
 HCHs were analyzed by GC-NCI-MRM, while DDTs and metabolites were 

analyzed by GC-EI-MRM. 

b
 ND, not detected. 
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Figure 2.6 GC-EI-MRM chromatograms of OCPs detected in human serum 

Note: (A) o,p’-DDE and p,p’-DDE, and (B) o,p’-DDD, p,p’-DDD, o,p’-DDT and 

p,p’-DDT. 

The quality control was performed by regular analyses of procedural blanks, random 

injection of standards, spiked sera and solvent blanks. The blank serum samples 

were extracted with the same method as the actual samples and no contaminations 
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of OCPs were found above the LODs in blanks and reagents. Mixtures of standards 

were injected to check the instrumental performance (Figure 2.7). The p,p’-DDT 

and its main metabolite p,p’-DDE were detected in all serum samples. The levels of 

p,p’-DDT and p,p’-DDE were several times higher than their LODs, indicating that 

the volume of human serum used for the trace analysis could be lowered, if needed. 

The levels of p,p’-DDE ranged from 0.011 to 0.086 ng/mL. The p,p’-DDT was 

detected at concentrations ranging from 0.012 to 0.048 ng/mL. The higher levels of 

p,p’-DDE relative to its precursor p,p’-DDT might be resulted from their 

persistency in the environment and human bodies because the widespread use of 

DDT has been ceased. It has been reported that DDT and its metabolites were 

detected in biological fluids and/or adipose tissues of general populations [130], 

[148]. Although the relatively low quantity of samples in this method application 

does not allow us to reach conclusions on possible sources and relationships of DDT 

and its metabolites, their detections in human serum implied the necessity of 

monitoring in general population.  
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Figure 2.7 Total ion chromatograms of corresponding spiked serum, mixture of 

standards, blank extract and solvent blank under (A) EI and (B) NCI mode: (A) EI-

SIM, (B) EI-MRM, (C) NCI-SIM and (D) NCI-MRM. Peak 1-8 and IS: α-HCH, γ-

HCH, o,p’-DDE, p,p’-DDE, o,p’-DDD, p,p’-DDD, o,p’-DDT, p,p’-DDT and PCB-

187. 

2.4 Chapter summary 

A comparison among four different GC-MS approaches showed that there were 

significant differences in the sensitivity and selectivity for the analysis of the OCPs 

in human serum samples. The MRM methods with both EI and NCI modes provided 

reduced matrix effects. The NCI method has lower LODs for pesticides with more 

electronegative atoms than the EI method. The better method performance ensured 

the trace analysis of the OCPs in a less sample volume. The application of the EI-

MRM and NCI-MRM methods in real human serum samples demonstrated that the 

NCI method was more sensitive for OCPs with a high number of chlorine or 

bromine. The method might be extended to other POPs such as PCBs or 

polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs).   

 

* This chapter is mainly from a published paper (Jing Fang, et al. Comparison of 

different mass spectrometric approaches coupled to gas chromatography for the 

analysis of organochlorine pesticides in serum samples. J. Chromatogr. B, 2017, 

1040, 180-185), and has been permitted writing into this thesis by the editorial 

office of this journal and all co-authors.  
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Chapter 3 Gas chromatography-atmospheric pressure chemical ionization-

tandem mass spectrometry for the analysis of persistent organic pollutants in 

human serum 

3.1 Introduction 

POPs remain public health concerns for many years. Among POPs, OCPs, PCBs 

and PBDEs are man-made chemicals. OCPs were once widely applied in 

agriculture, industries and the control of disease vector because these chemicals 

could efficiently repel or kill insects. PCBs were synthesized by the chlorination of 

biphenyls. Due to a broad range of chlorination degrees, PCBs have various 

physical and chemical properties, and thus could be applied in numerous products. 

For example, PCBs were used as dielectric fluids in transformers and capacitors or 

were added as plasticizers to paints. PBDEs are a group of brominated compounds 

that were widely used as flame retardant additives in polymers with a wide variety 

of applications, such as in electronic equipment, rubbers and textiles. Although 

some POPs have been banned since the implementation of the Stockholm 

Convention on POPs in 2004, there are still measurable levels in environment and 

animal tissues due to the persistency and chemical stability. A number of studies 

reported that OCPs, PCBs and PBDEs could act as endocrine disruptors, which may 

affect the sexual and neurobehavioral development and function in wildlife [77, 

149, 150].  

Monitoring and epidemiological studies, conducted by measuring POPs directly in 

biological samples, were applied to evaluate the internal exposure, to study the 

longitudinal trends, and to investigate the risk assessments. Serum is an ideal matrix 

for biomonitoring because it contacts with the whole organism and it equilibrates 

with organs and tissues where chemicals are stored [151]. Serum is an ideal matrix 
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for biomonitoring, because it is more accessible than adipose tissue from human 

subjects and it contacts with the whole organism equilibrating with organs and 

tissues where chemicals are stored [151]. However, the concentrations of POPs in 

human bodies are extremely low [17, 129, 152]. In addition, as serum is an invasive 

type of samples, the sample volume is typically limited, especially when obtained 

from vulnerable subjects such as infants. Although analyses in the small sample 

volume have been achieved using 96-well plate SPE, it requires a special manifold 

for the extraction plate [153]. Therefore, a sensitive and selective analytical method 

is required for the determination of POPs in serum samples. 

PCBs, OCPs and PBDEs are routinely analyzed by GC-MS [152, 154]. The MS 

detection has been used either in EI and CI. The EI source is a robust and universal 

ionization technique which could produce standardized mass spectra to identify 

compounds by comparing with those from the MS library. The limitation of EI lies 

in extensive fragmentation occurring in the source, which may result in low 

abundance or even no appearance of molecular ions. The CI source is a soft 

ionization technique, in which the formation of ions of analytes is based on 

chemical reactions of the reaction gas. Due to the ionization mechanism, the 

application of CI is only restricted to specific chemical classes [139]. Because of the 

negativity of OCPs, PCBs and PBDEs, the CI source is typically performed under 

the negative ionization mode. NCI only generates response to electronegative atoms 

or groups, and therefore reduces responses of interfering impurities without any 

electronegative elements or groups. Our previous study found that CI mode failed to 

generate the molecular ions for certain compounds such as HCH [155]. In fact, 

analysis of PBDEs by GC-MS using CI relied on the monitoring of Br
-
 ion, which 
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may suffer from background interference and provide less information of 

confirmation [156].  

Considering the drawbacks of the EI and CI source, it is essential to couple a soft 

and universal ionization technique to the MS analyzer which produces abundant 

molecular ions and reduces fragmentation during the ionization process. The APCI 

source has mainly used as the ionization technique in liquid chromatography-mass 

spectrometry (LC-MS) [157], and was first introduced to GC-MS by Horning et al. 

[158]. When coupling to the GC, the APCI source produces molecular ions with 

high abundance using a corona needle with low current in the gas phase (shown in 

Figure 3.1). The ionization mechanism is based on the charge transfer or proton 

transfer using the reagent gas. Since the ionization process is performed under 

atmospheric pressure, significant collisional cooling of the analyte ions would 

reduce the in-source fragmentation. Forming molecular ions with high intensity can 

increase the sensitivity and selectivity of MS detections [159]. So far, the 

determination of OCPs, PCBs and PBDEs by GC-APCI is limited [160–162]. In this 

chapter, the GC-MS/MS coupled to APCI (GC-APCI-MS/MS) method was 

developed for the determination of POPs in human serum. The analyses by GC-

APCI-MS/MS were compared with GC-EI-MS/MS.  
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Figure 3.1 Cut away view of the APCI ionization/reaction chamber showing 

orientation of components during GC-MS operation. 

3.2 Experiment 

3.2.1 Chemicals and materials 

The native individual OCPs (α-HCH, β-HCH, γ-HCH, o,p’-DDT, p,p’-DDT, o,p’-

DDE, p,p’-DDE, o,p’-DDD and p,p’-DDD) were obtained from Chem Service Inc. 

(West Chester, PA). The PCB standard mixture consisting of congeners (PCB-28, -

52, -101, -138, -153 and -180) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO). 

PCB-170 and PCB-187 individual standards were purchased from Wellington 

Laboratories (Ontario, Canada). All native PBDE congeners (BDE-47, -99, -100, -

153, -154 and -183) were supplied by Wellington Laboratories (Ontario, Canada). 

The 
13

C6-labeled α-HCH and 
13

C12-labeled p,p’-DDT were from Dr. Ehrenstorfer 

(Augsburg, Germany). The 
13

C12-labeled p,p’-DDE was obtained from Sigma-

Aldrich (St Louis, MO). The 
13

C12-labeled PCB-138, -153 and -180 were purchased 

from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Massachusetts, USA). The 
13

C12-labeled 
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BDE congeners (BDE-47, -99 and -183) were obtained from Wellington 

Laboratories (Ontario, Canada).   

All the solvents used were HPLC grade and supplied by VWR (Dresden, Germany). 

Ultrapure water was produced from a Milli-Q purification water system (Millipore, 

Billerica, MA, USA). Oasis
®
 HLB cartridges (60 mg/3 mL) from Waters (Milford, 

USA) and silica gel (63-200 μm) from Merck ( Darmstadt , Germany) was used for 

SPE and the clean-up procedure. The commercial FBS (Gibco, Grand Island, NY) 

was identified as the serum matrix free of the target analytes and used for the 

method validation. All solvents were HPLC grade and supplied by VWR (Dresden, 

Germany). 

3.2.2 Sample pretreatment 

The method for the extraction of POPs from the serum sample was performed by an 

established procedure in our previous study with minor modifications (shown in 

Figure 3.1)  [155]. Briefly, 100 μL of the serum sample initially spiked with internal 

standards was added with 20 µL of formic acid and 120 µL of water and then 

sonicated for 20 min. Before loaded with the treated serum, the SPE sorbent was 

prewashed with 3 mL of dichloromethane, 3 mL of methanol and 3 mL of water. 

After the sample was loaded, the cartridge was washed with 0.1 M hydrochloride in 

5% methanol to remove the polar interferences and the analytes were eluted with 6 

mL of dichloromethane. The co-extracted lipids were removed by the custom-

packed silica/sulfuric acid column (2:1 by weight, 500 mg). The column was pre-

washed with hexane (3 mL) and the compounds were eluted with 

dichloromethane/hexane (1:9, v/v; 6 mL). Silica-purification extracts were reduced 

to 50 µL under nitrogen dryness and was ready to instrumental analysis. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darmstadt
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Figure 3.2 Process of sample preparation. 

3.2.3 Instrumental analysis 

The extracts were analyzed by an Agilent 7890B gas chromatography system (Palo 

Alto, USA) coupled to a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer Xevo TQ-S (Waters 

Corporation, UK) using APCI source. The separation of the analytes was achieved 

in an Agilent 7890B gas chromatography system (Palo Alto, USA), equipped with a 

fused silica DB-5MS capillary column (30 m × 0.25 mm ID, 0.25 µm film 

thickness, J&W Scientific, Folson, CA, USA). The column flow rate of helium was 

set at 1.5 mL/min. The initial oven temperature was 90 °C for 1 min, increased to 

200 °C at 30 °C/min, held for 2 min, then increased to 290 °C at 5 °C/min and held 

for 2 min. One microliter of the sample extract was injected into the system under 

pulsed splitless mode at 280 °C. Qualification and quantification were conducted by 

a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer Xevo TQ-S (Waters Corporation, UK) using 

the APCI source. The current of APCI corona pin was 1.4 mA. The temperature of 

transfer line was set at 280 °C. Nitrogen was used as the auxiliary gas at 200 L/h 
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and the cone gas at 200 L/h. The acquisition was set as MRM mode. In order to 

collect around 12 points per peak the automatic dwell time ranged from 20 to 60 ms.  

The GC-EI-MS/MS analysis was performed on an Agilent 7890B gas 

chromatograph system coupled with a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (Agilent 

7000C). The voltage of EI source was 70 eV. The oven temperature was set the 

same as in GC-APCI-MS/MS.  

3.2.4 Method validation and application in human serum 

The method was validated in the aspects of linearities, LODs, and recoveries. The 

commercial FBS spiked with known amount of PCBs, OCPs and PBDEs were used 

for the method development. The spiked serum was stirred to ensure dissolution of 

target compounds and equilibrated at 4 °C overnight. The procedural blanks were 

added with internal standards only. In addition, non-spiked samples were used to 

verify that the FBS did not contain any native concentrations of internal standards. 

Human serum samples (n = 10) were provided by our collaborator Prof. Shunqing 

Xu’s group, which were collected from healthy women in Wuhan, China, and kept 

at −80 °C until analysis. The human serum samples were analyzed to verify the 

applicability of the developed method. 

3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Ionization performance 

The commercial standards of OCPs, PCBs and PBDEs, as well as their 

corresponding 
13

C-labelled internal standards, were injected to the GC instrument to 

investigate the ionization performance under the APCI source. The ionization 

performance was evaluated under both the charge transfer and proton transfer 

conditions. Due to the absence of proton donor structures, the mass spectra of the 

analyzed compounds did not show the presence of protonated molecular ion 
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[M+H]
+
. Thus, all the ionization behaviors in the present study were conducted 

under the charge transfer condition of the APCI source.  

The APCI source provided a soft ionization with less fragmentation. The advantage 

of APCI was indicated by the comparison with EI (Figure 3.2). The ionization 

performances of APCI and EI were illustrated by the analysis of selected 

compounds (p,p’-DDE, PCB-153 and BDE-47). Although the molecular ions of the 

selected compounds could be produced by both two ionization technologies, it was 

evident that less fragmentation occurred under the APCI source than under the EI 

source. Under the APCI source, the mass spectrum only showed the molecular ion 

of p,p’-DDE. Opposite to the APCI source, the EI source produced the fragment ion 

[M-Cl2]
+ 

with high intensity. Although the molecular ion [M]
+
 of PCB-153 was the 

most abundant ion clusters in the mass spectrum, the fragment ion [M-Cl2]
+
 also 

showed a relatively high intensity. The molecular ion [M]
+
 of BDE-47 was the most 

abundant ion under the APCI source while the fragment ion [M-Br2]
+
 showed the 

highest intensity under the EI source. The fragment ions in this case were formed by 

the in-source fragmentation during the ionization process of the compounds. The 

fragmentation could be reduced by lowering the ionization voltage of the EI source, 

altering the routine voltage from 70 eV to 40 eV. However, the ionization efficiency 

would be decreased simultaneously. The mass spectra of other compounds showed 

similar results. Based on the results, the APCI source could provide soft ionization 

on the OCPs, PCBs and PBDEs, generating the molecular ions with high intensities. 

It is preferable for the higher sensitivity and better confirmation of the analysis.  

In this study, we also investigated the ionization performance of the target chemicals 

under the negative mode of the APCI source. However, the mass spectra under the 

negative mode only displayed the background, showing no peaks of the molecular 
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ion or fragment ions. Actually, most studies of the APCI source were conducted in 

the positive mode. To our knowledge, the study concerning the negative mode was 

only reported for the analysis of halogenated dibenzo-p-dioxin mixtures where the 

results showed the comparable LODs for the positive and negative modes [163]. 

Thus, the determination of OCPs, PCBs and PBDEs was conducted under the 

positive mode.  
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Figure 3.3 Mass spectra of p,p’-DDE, PCB-153 and BDE-47 using the APCI and EI 

sources. 

3.3.2 Ionization optimization  

Less in-source fragmentation and high abundant molecular ions achieved by APCI 

are beneficial to further fragmentation in MS/MS transitions. In order to achieve a 

good specificity, the cone voltage was optimized from 20 to 70 V (Table 3.1).  

The gas flows within the source environment were investigated simultaneously. The 

cone gas and the auxiliary gas came from different direction, affecting the efficiency 

of ionization. Figure 3.3 shows the surface diagram of relative response to specific 

flow rate of the cone gas and the auxiliary gas. It is clear that there was a stable 
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plateau shown in the range of 180 and 225 L/h for the cone gas and 150 and 350 L/h 

for the auxiliary gas. The residence time of the compounds in the corona place 

would be increased by a higher flow rate of the cone gas, creating a better charge 

transfer condition. The flow rate of the auxiliary gas had no significant effect on the 

sensitivity of ionization.  

 

Figure 3.4 Response surface plot showing optimization of the auxiliary gas flow 

(L/hr) versus cone gas flow (L/hr) for PCBs. 

The MS/MS transitions were optimized by injection of standards and precursor ions 

were selected in the full scan mode. Due to soft ionization of APCI, the molecular 

ions of most compounds could be produced with high abundance. For these 

compounds, the molecular ions were selected as the precursor, improving the 

selectivity and specificity of the method. Some compounds (HCH, DDT and DDD) 

suffered from the in-source fragmentation, showing no signal of the molecular ions 

[164]. Subsequently, the product scan was conducted by fragmenting the precursor 
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with the collision-induced dissociation. The product ions were typically formed by 

the loss of 2-3 atoms of Cl or Br from the precursor ions. The structures of OCPs, 

PCBs and PBDEs contain several atoms of Cl or Br which has the specific isotope 

fraction with high abundance. The confirmation pairs of the MS/MS transitions for 

the compounds were set as the isotope of the quantitative pairs.  

The collision energy was optimized from 5 to 45 eV with the increment of 5 eV. 

The collision energy should be sufficient enough to fragment the precursor ion. The 

mass spectrum of product ions was still dominated by the molecular ions showing 

limited fragmentation at low collision energies. However, the fragmentation 

occurred extensively with the increasing collision energies [165]. The MS/MS 

transitions and the corresponding collision energies for individual compounds are 

summarized in Table 3.1. The value of 5 eV for the collision energy was selected 

for the HCH isomers, while for the other compounds the best response was 

illustrated around 30 eV. At the final optimized collision energies, the MS/MS 

transitions were selected corresponding to the loss of [Cl2] or [Br2] [166, 167]. For 

OCPs and PCBs, the MS/MS transitions of the GC-APCI-MS/MS were almost 

consistent to those of GC-EI-MS/MS (Table 3.2). The precursor ions in the MS/MS 

transitions of PBDEs under the EI source were usually [M–Br2]
+
, especially for 

highly brominated compounds. In contrast, the precursor ions of PBDEs for the 

APCI source were all the molecular ions. It could largely increase the selectivity and 

specificity of the method, because losses of bromine were consistent with the 

precursor ions of MS/MS transitions for other PBDE congeners with lower 

brominated degree. 
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Table 3.1 Retention time and MS/MS transitions used for GC-APCI-MS/MS 

analysis 

Compound Cone 

(V) 

Precursor 

ion (m/z) 

Product 

ion 

(m/z) 

Collision 

energy 

(V) 

Precursor 

ion (m/z) 

Product 

ion 

(m/z) 

Collision 

energy 

(V) 

α-HCH 30 181 145 20 183 147 15 
13

C α-HCH 30 187 151 20 189 153 15 

β-HCH 30 181 145 20 183 147 15 

γ-HCH 30 181 145 20 183 147 15 

o,p’-DDE 45 316 246 25 318 248 30 

p,p’-DDE 45 316 246 25 318 248 30 
13

C p,p’-DDE 45 328 258 25 330 260 30 

o,p’-DDD 45 237 165 25 235 165 25 

p,p’-DDD 45 237 165 25 235 165 25 

o,p’-DDT 45 237 165 25 235 165 25 

p,p’-DDT 45 237 165 25 235 165 25 
13

C p,p’-DDT 45 249 178 25 247 178 25 

PCB-28 45 256 186 30 258 186 30 

PCB-52 50 292 220 30 292 222 30 

PCB-101 55 326 256 30 326 254 30 

PCB-153 60 360 290 30 360 288 30 
13

C PCB-153 60 372 302 30 372 300 30 

PCB-138 60 360 290 30 360 288 30 
13

C PCB-138 60 372 302 30 372 300 30 

PCB-187 70 394 324 30 396 326 30 

PCB-180 70 394 324 30 396 326 30 
13

C PCB-180 70 406 336 30 408 328 30 

PCB-170 70 394 324 30 396 326 30 

BDE-47 40 486 326 30 486 328 30 
13

C BDE-47 40 498 338 30 498 340 30 

BDE-100 40 564 404 30 566 406 30 

BDE-99 40 564 404 30 566 406 30 
13

C BDE-99 40 576 416 30 578 418 30 

BDE-154 40 644 484 30 646 486 30 

BDE-153 40 644 484 30 646 486 30 

BDE-183 40 722 562 30 722 564 30 
13

C BDE-183 40 734 574 30 734 576 30 
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Table 3.2 Retention time and MS/MS transitions used for EI-MS/MS analysis 

Compound Precursor 

ion (m/z) 

Product 

ion (m/z) 

Collision 

energy  

Precursor 

ion (m/z) 

Product 

ion (m/z) 

Collision 

energy  

OCPs 

α-HCH 219 181 10 219 145 10 
13

C α-HCH 225 187 10 225 151 10 

β-HCH 219 181 10 219 145 10 

γ-HCH 219 181 10 219 145 10 

o,p’-DDE 318 246 10 318 283 10 

p,p’-DDE 318 246 10 318 283 10 
13

C p,p’-DDE 330 258 10 330 295 10 

o,p’-DDD 235 165 20 235 199 20 

p,p’-DDD 235 165 20 235 199 20 

o,p’-DDT 235 165 20 235 199 20 

p,p’-DDT 235 165 20 235 199 20 
13

C p,p’-DDT 247 177 20 247 211 20 

PCBs 
PCB-28 256 186 30 258 186 30 

PCB-52 292 222 30 292 257 10 

PCB-101 324 254 30 326 256 30 

PCB-153 362 290 30 360 290 30 
13

C PCB-153 374 302 30 372 302 30 

PCB-138 362 290 30 360 290 30 
13

C PCB-138 374 302 30 372 302 30 

PCB-187 394 324 30 396 326 30 

PCB-180 394 324 30 396 326 30 
13

C PCB-180 406 336 30 408 338 30 

PCB-170 394 324 30 396 326 30 

PBDEs 
BDE-47 326 219 35 484 324 35 

13
C BDE-47 338 230 35 496 336 35 

BDE-100 404 297 35 566 406 35 

BDE-99 404 297 35 566 406 35 
13

C BDE-99 416 308 35 578 418 35 

BDE-154 484 375 35 644 484 35 

BDE-153 484 375 35 644 484 35 

BDE-183 562 455 35 722 562 30 
13

C BDE-183 574 466 35 734 574 30 
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3.3.3 Method validation  

To evaluate the reliability of the analytical method, the developed method was 

assessed by the linearities, recoveries, repeatabilities and LODs (Table 3.3). The 

calibration linearity was established by analyzing standard solutions at nine 

concentration levels and analyzed by triplicate, ranging from 0.01 ng/mL to 10 

ng/mL for OCPs and PCBs, and 0.05 ng/mL to 50 ng/mL for PBDEs. The 

correlation coefficients (R) for all the compounds were larger than 0.99. The LODs 

were defined as the S/N equal to 3 and were identified using the spiked serum. As 

shown in Table 3.3, the LODs of GC-APCI-MS/MS method ranged from 0.067 to 

14 pg/mL. It is obvious that LODs of the GC-APCI-MS/MS method were 

comparable or lower than those of the GC-EI-MS/MS method, showing the 

satisfactory sensitivity of GC-APCI-MS/MS. The LOD values of PCBs and PBDEs 

were related with the degrees of chlorination or bromination, which was similar to 

the EI source. Lower LODs and better sensitivities are preferable for biomonitoring 

and routine environmental analysis, because the concentrations of PCBs and PBDEs 

in the biological samples were at ultra-trace levels [140, 146]. To investigate the 

recoveries of the developed method, the serum matrixes were spiked at three 

concentration levels. The spiked levels were at 0.05, 0.5 and 5 ng/mL for OCPs and 

PCBs, while were at 0.1, 1 and 10 ng/mL for PBDEs. As shown in Table 3.3, the 

recoveries of three spiking levels were acceptable, ranging from 74.0 to 118.2% at 

the high spiking level, from 84.5 to 130.5% at the middle spiking level, and from 

83.0 to 128.0% at the low spiking level. The repeatability of the method was 

validated with RSDs.   
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Table 3.3 Average recoveries (% ± SD) and limits of detection of OCPs, PCBs and 

PBDEs in the spiked serum 

Compound  Low level
a
 Mid level

b
 High level

c
 LOD 

(pg/mL) 

OCPs     

α-HCH 128.0±6.5 103.8±10.7 118.2±5.0 0.22 

β-HCH 114.0±11.4 108.5±12.5 102.7±8.8 0.44 

γ-HCH 99.3±8.7 87.5±3.3 111.8±9.3 0.34 

o,p’-DDD 95.7±6.8 86.0±8.6 99.2±1.5 0.39 

p,p’-DDD 103.3±2.9 108.0±12.6 99.2±6.2 0.30 

o,p’-DDE 103.0±5.7 95.0±11.4 81.2±4.2 0.28 

p,p’-DDE 109.7±7.4 92.0±5.4 113.8±11.1 0.38 

o,p’-DDT 102.3±4.1 96.0±5.2 90.7±5.3 0.90 

p,p’-DDT 98.3±8.2 84.5±17.4 114.3±5.9 0.38 

PCBs     

PCB-28 101.0±5.7 115.0±1.0 126.0±9.7 0.067 

PCB-52 100.5±8.7 98.0±1.0 126.7±5.7 0.084 

PCB-101 98.0±5.9 85.0±11.0 120.3±7.7 0.33 

PCB-138 95.0±6.5 86.0±15.9 117.0±10.2 0.46 

PCB-153 95.0±4.5 125.0±9.9 112.7±9.5 0.44 

PCB-170 104.7±14.4 118.7±12.4 91.8±6.8 3.3 

PCB-180 99.0±4.9 130.5±0.5 97.2±5.8 1.1 

PCB-187 100.3±7.5 100.0±2.9 92.5±8.6 1.1 

PBDEs     

BDE-47 100.0±8.2 111.8±15.4 98.2±5.1 6.0 

BDE-99 83.0±9.3 117.8±13.2 83.3±4.3 3.5 

BDE-100 97.3±25.0 120.2±13.2 82.5±8.1 8.1 

BDE-153 112.0±12.6 103.0±12.5 93.3±6.9 12 

BDE-154 89.5±0.5 118.7±10.6 74.0±4.3 12 

BDE-183 105.8±12.7 118.0±13.7 93.2±16.4 14 

Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation; LOD, limit of detection. 

a
 The low level: 0.05 ng/mL for OCPs and PCBs, and 0.1 ng/mL for PBDEs.  

b
 The mid level: 0.5 ng/mL for OCPs and PCBs, and 1 ng/mL for PBDEs. 

c
 The high level: 5 ng/mL for OCPs and PCBs, and 10 ng/mL for PBDEs. 
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Despite the improved sensitivity from the GC-APCI-MS/MS method, the peak 

shape in chromatogram was not stable in the long term. After the continuous 

injections and analyses of a large quantity of samples, there was evident peak 

tailing. This phenomenon may be explained by the long transfer line (> 10 cm) 

between the GC separation system and the ion source where a ‘cold spot’ created by 

the uneven temperature distribution, trapping the compounds. Trimming the column 

at the end of the GC system could address the problem temperately. Another 

solution is the introduction of a guard column between the separation column and 

the ion source accompanied by the improved temperature of interface. The guard 

column is a deactivated silica column withstanding the high temperature up to 380 

°C, reducing the cooling of compounds and the peak tailing. However, neither the 

column cutting nor the insert of a guard column could be effective for the long term, 

because the cutting would influence the retention time of compounds and the guard 

column would be susceptible of leakages in the interface between columns. In order 

to improve the performance of GC-APCI-MS/MS, an instrumental design of 

shortening the transfer line would be more appreciable.  

3.3.4 Analysis of human serum samples  

In order to evaluate the potential application of GC-APCI-MS/MS, the developed 

method was applied to real human serum samples (n = 10). The samples were 

extracted and analyzed by both GC-APCI-MS/MS and GC-EI-MS/MS. The 

concentrations of the target analytes are displayed in Table 3.4. Among the OCPs, 

HCH isomers, p,p’-DDT and its metabolite p,p’-DDE were detected in all serum 

samples. The p,p’-DDE was detected predominantly. Several PCB congeners (PCB-

28, -52, -101, -138, -153 and -180) were detected, while PCB-170 and PCB-187 

were not detected in all serum samples. For the PBDE congeners, only BDE-47 had 
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a detection rate of 100% in serum samples under both EI and APCI source. Notably, 

BDE-99 was not detected in GC-EI-MS/MS analysis, but could be successfully 

quantified in the serum samples by GC-APCI-MS/MS (Figure 3.4). This is due to 

the lower LOD achieved by GC-APCI-MS/MS [168]. Similarly, BDE-100 could be 

detected in certain serum samples by GC-APCI-MS/MS, indicating the good 

applicability of GC-APCI-MS/MS for the analysis of PBDEs at trace levels.  

The analytical performance of GC-APCI-MS/MS and GC-EI-MS/MS was further 

evaluated in term of method accuracy [165]. From the analysis of human serum 

samples, GC-APCI-MS/MS and GC-EI-MS/MS were compared (Figure 3.5). The 

relative errors of the detectable compounds between two analytical methods were 

lower than 20%, suggesting the GC-APCI-MS/MS and GC-EI-MS/MS method were 

comparable to each other. It showed the potential of GC-APCI-MS/MS as an 

alternative to the GC-EI-MS/MS.  
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Figure 3.5 The chromatograms of BDE-99 and BDE-100 in the real human serum 

under the APCI and EI sources. 
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Figure 3.6 The box plot of relative errors between GC-EI-MS/MS and GC-APCI-

MS/MS.  

The red lines indicate the relative errors of 20%.   
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Table 3.4 Concentrations (ng/mL) of OCPs, PCBs and PBDEs in human serum samples 

Compounds  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  

 EI APCI EI APCI EI APCI EI APCI EI APCI EI APCI EI APCI EI APCI EI APCI EI APCI 

OCP                     

α-HCH 0.11 0.12 0.10 0.088 0.099 0.089 0.11 0.092 0.085 0.10 0.090 0.080 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.081 0.16 0.19 0.082 0.068 

β-HCH 4.6 3.7 9.0 7.4 13 11 2.5 2.0 19 16 12 9.8 0.93 0.75 3.2 2.5 6.7 5.6 4.8 3.8 

γ-HCH 0.18 0.21 0.27 0.32 0.10 0.090 0.20 0.24 0.23 0.19 1.2 1.1 0.12 0.11 0.26 0.30 0.024 0.020 0.26 0.23 

o,p’-DDD -- -- 0.095 0.080 3.1 2.7 0.31 0.35 -- -- -- -- 4.1 3.9 2.1 2.0 3.2 3.2 0.38 0.43 

o,p’-DDE -- -- 0.14 0.14 -- -- -- -- 0.16 0.15 -- -- -- -- -- -- 0.18 0.18 -- -- 

o,p’-DDT -- -- 0.14 0.14 0.21 0.17 -- -- 0.16 0.16 -- -- 0.16 0.14 -- -- 0.19 0.20 -- -- 

p,p’-DDD -- -- 0.032 0.030 0.040 0.036 -- -- 0.068 0.064 0.11 0.091 -- -- -- -- 0.056 0.047 0.022 0.019 

p,p’-DDE 5.4 4.3 64 76 67 53 21 17 17 14 33 27 1.9 1.6 4.0 3.3 13 11 29 24 

p,p’-DDT 0.21 0.17 0.40 0.46 0.43 0.43 0.41 0.40 1.0 1.1 0.64 0.71 0.26 0.27 0.30 0.35 0.30 0.24 0.50 0.56 

PCB                     

PCB-28 0.99 1.1 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.9 0.96 0.96 1.1 0.87 1.7 1.9 1.3 1.4 1.8 1.7 1.2 1.1 

PCB-52 0.32 0.30 0.42 0.40 0.36 0.37 0.43 0.44 0.29 0.30 0.39 0.40 0.43 0.46 0.35 0.35 0.42 0.44 0.29 0.28 

PCB-101 0.17 0.18 0.27 0.25 0.16 0.17 0.21 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.24 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.20 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.14 

PCB-138 0.060 0.064 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.16 0.080 0.087 0.079 0.068 0.15 0.17 0.096 0.091 0.095 0.088 0.075 0.061 0.060 0.068 

PCB-153 0.16 0.13 0.20 0.16 0.24 0.27 0.15 0.14 0.11 0.093 0.18 0.16 0.17 0.15 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.11 0.095 

PCB-170 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

PCB-180 -- -- 0.060 0.056 0.065 0.073 0.093 0.081 0.021 0.018 -- -- 0.019 0.019 -- -- 0.038 0.042 0.039 0.035 

PCB-187 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

PBDE                     

BDE-47 4.4 3.5 9.0 9.6 6.3 7.1 5.0 4.3 5.0 4.1 4.8 5.1 6.0 5.0 7.0 7.4 6.0 5.0 16 13 

BDE-99 -- 0.45 0.86 1.0 0.84 0.90 -- 0.61 -- 0.53 -- 0.58 -- 0.48 0.72 0.81 -- 0.87 -- 0.39 

BDE-100 -- 0.093 -- 0.22 -- 0.21 -- 0.21 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

BDE-153 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

BDE-154 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

BDE-183 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
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3.5 Summary of this chapter 

The analytical method using the GC-APCI-MS/MS system has been established 

successfully and applied to the determination of OCPs, PCBs and PBDEs in the 

human serum. Since the soft ionization source of APCI provided less fragmentation 

of analytes and higher abundance of the molecular ion, the GC-APCI-MS/MS 

method could achieve better sensitivity and specificity. Among the target analytes, 

BDE-99 and -100 which were found lower than the LODs under the GC-EI-MS/MS 

method could be successfully quantitated by the GC-APCI-MS/MS method. It 

indicates the higher sensitivity and better performance to analyze the compounds at 

the trace levels. Besides, there is a good agreement between the GC-APCI-MS/MS 

and the GC-EI-MS/MS method for the analysis of the selected OCPs, PCBs and 

PBDEs in human serum. The results of this study show the potential of GC-APCI-

MS/MS as an alternative and confirmatory technique of the GC-EI-MS/MS. An 

enhancement of the transfer line should be further investigated to improve the 

stability of the GC-APCI-MS/MS performance for the long term. 

 

* This chapter is mainly from published papers (Jing Fang, et al. Evaluation of gas 

chromatography-atmospheric pressure chemical ionization tandem mass 

spectrometry as an alternative to gas chromatography tandem mass spectrometry for 

the determination of polychlorinated biphenyls and polybrominated diphenyl ethers. 

Chemosphere, 2019, 255, 288-294; Jing Fang, et al. Performance of atmospheric 

pressure gas chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry for the analysis of 

organochlorine pesticides in human serum. Anal. Bioanal. Chem., 2019, 1-7), and 

has been permitted writing into this thesis by the editorial office of this journal and 

all co-authors. 
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Chapter 4 Investigation on organochlorine pesticides in cord serum of 

newborns from Wuhan, China 

4.1 Introduction 

The OCPs were ubiquitous in the environment, because these chemicals have been 

widely used in agriculture, industries and the control of vector-borne diseases. Due 

to the resistance to degradation and persistence in the environment, OCPs have a 

half-life of years and could be accumulated in fatty tissues of animals and humans 

through the food chain [1]. OCPs are EDCs and may induce estrogenic response by 

interfering estrogen-controlled pathways and altering the development of endocrine 

systems. OCPs could act like androgen receptor antagonists with other endocrine 

disrupting environmental pollutants. The association of reproductive disorders and 

the exposure to OCPs has been suggested by epidemiology studies [169]. The 

elevated OCP levels in woman bodies may increase the risk of preterm birth and 

spontaneous abortion [121, 122]. In fast-growing stages of life, developing fetuses 

would be at higher risks than adults to EDCs because the fetuses are more 

vulnerable to the potentially adverse effects. Prenatal exposure to the EDCs was 

reported to be associated with increased risk of diseases in neonates, such as adverse 

birth outcomes and allergic diseases [123, 170–172].   

The ability of OCPs to pass through the placental barrier has been reported, and the 

high correlation coefficients between maternal and cord serum concentrations 

indicated that the levels of OCPs in cord serum could be used to estimate the 

maternal and neonatal burden both [119, 173]. The extent of OCPs passing through 

the placenta could be reflected by the concentrations in cord serum. Opposed to the 

maternal serum, cord serum levels of OCPs provide more direct evaluation of 

prenatal exposure. Moreover, the cord serum is a non-invasive type of sample, 
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which allows more convenient and safer sample collection during the delivery 

compared to the collection of neonatal blood. 

Monitoring is valuable to assess the current exposure level and judge the susceptible 

exposure mode. The continuous monitoring could further investigate the kinetics of 

contaminants and the trend of risks. HCHs and DDTs have been detected in tissue 

or blood samples collected from children and adults among the general populations 

[55, 123, 174]. Prenatal exposure to OCPs could be evaluated by monitoring their 

concentrations in cord serum. However, there were only a limited number of studies 

evaluating exposures in utero in China. In this chapter a total of 1046 cord serum 

samples were collected from Wuhan where widespread contamination of OCPs 

along the Yangtze River has been documented (as shown in Figure 4.1) [175]. HCH 

isomers (α-HCH, β-HCH, γ-HCH) and the total DDT (DDT isomers and 

metabolites) were determined. The exposure levels in cord serum samples reflect 

prenatal exposure and provide useful information for assessing the continuous risk 

of the persistent compounds although being banned for decades. 
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Figure 4.1 Investigation of the OCP prenatal exposure of the Wuhan population. 

4.2 Experiment 

4.2.1 Study population and sample collection 

The study population was derived from a prospective cohort study conducted at the 

Wuhan Women and Children Medical Care Center in Wuhan, China. The birth 

cohort study was established by our collaborator in Wuhan, Prof. Shunqing Xu’s 

group. The pregnant women were enrolled if they had prenatal care, intended to 

give birth in the study hospital, and had no communication problems. The research 

protocol was approved by the ethics committees of the Tongji Medical College, 

Huazhong University of Science and Technology (No. (2012)07), and the related 

hospitals (No. 2012003). The written informed consent was provided by all 

participants. Cord serum samples (n = 1046) were collected at delivery in 2014 and 

2015 by our collaborator, and sent to our laboratory for exposure analyses. The 

centrifuged serum samples were frozen at −80 °C for the further analysis.  
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4.2.2 Analysis of OCPs in cord serum 

Individual standards (α-HCH, β-HCH, γ-HCH, o,p’-DDD, o,p’-DDE, o,p’-DDT, 

p,p’-DDD, p,p’-DDE and p,p’-DDT) were purchased from Chem Service Inc. (West 

Chester, PA). Internal standards (
13

C6-labeled α-HCH and 
13

C12-labeled p,p’-DDT) 

were obtained from Dr. Ehrenstorfer (Augsburg, Germany). All solvent and 

reagents are HPLC grade purity provided by VWR (Dresden, Germany).  

The sample preparation procedure and analysis by GC-MS/MS were described in 

our previous method with minor modifications [155]. Briefly, 100 μL of serum 

samples were spiked with internal standards (10 pg 
13

C6-labeled α-HCH and 10 pg 

13
C12-labeled p,p’-DDT) and added with 20 µL of formic acid and 120 µL of 

isopropanol to denature the proteins. The mixture was extracted by hexane/ methyl 

tert-butyl ether (1:1, v/v) three times. The organic phases were combined and dried 

with nitrogen gas. The total serum lipids were determined gravimetrically [176]. 

The extract was then reconstituted with 50 µL of hexane. The samples were 

analyzed by GC-MS/MS (7000C, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). 

Separation was achieved on a DB5-MS capillary column (30m, 0.25 mm inner 

diameter and 0.25 μm thickness) with helium as the carrier gas. 1 µL of the sample 

extract was injected to the separation column at 280 °C with helium as the carrier 

gas in constant flow mode at 1 mL/min. The oven temperature program was 90 °C 

for 0.5 min followed by a 20 °C/min ramp to 200 °C (held for 1 min), 10 °C/min 

ramp to 250 °C (held for 5 min) and a final ramp of 20 °C/min to 290 °C (held for 8 

min) in sequence. The transfer line temperature was 280 °C. The triple quadrupole 

MS system was operated in MRM mode using argon as collision gas. For each 

compound two transitions were incorporated, one for quantitation and the other for 

confirmation. MRM transitions and LODs are provided in Table 4.1. The LODs of 
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the analytes were defined as 3 times of the S/N and ranged from 0.30 to 1.5 pg/mL 

for all analytes.   

Table 4.1 MRM transitions and LODs of HCHs and DDTs 

Compound 
MRM transition 

(m/z) 

Collision energy 

(eV) 

LOD
a
 

 (pg/mL) 

Internal 

standard 

α-HCH 
219>181 

219>145 
10 0.30 

13
C6 α-HCH 

β-HCH 
219>181 

219>145 
10 0.30 

13
C6 α-HCH 

γ-HCH 
219>181 

219>145 
10 0.30 

13
C6 α-HCH 

o,p’-DDD 
235>165 

235>199 
20 1.2 

13
C12  p,p’-DDT 

o,p’-DDE 
318>246 

318>283 
10 0.30 

13
C12  p,p’-DDT 

o,p’-DDT 
235>165 

235>199 
20 1.5 

13
C12  p,p’-DDT 

p,p’-DDD 
235>165 

235>199 
20 0.30 

13
C12  p,p’-DDT 

p,p’-DDE 
318>246 

318>283 
10 0.30 

13
C12  p,p’-DDT 

p,p’-DDT 
235>165 

235>199 
10 1.1 

13
C12  p,p’-DDT 

Abbreviation: LOD, limit of detection. 

a
 LODs were method detection limits. 

4.2.3 Quality control 

FBS was used as blanks and quality control samples spiked with known amount of 

HCHs and DDTs. Each batch of samples consisted of 10 cord serum samples and 

one quality control sample (Figure 4.2). The extracts of serum blanks were injected 

before the sample sequence to check instrumental background. No contaminations 

of OCPs were found above LODs in solution and reagents used in this analysis. QC 

samples were simultaneously extracted with cord serum samples and injected with 

every 10 injections to check the instrumental performance. Quantification was 

performed using an internal standard approach.  
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Figure 4.2 Illustration of the quality control. 

4.2.4 Statistical analyses 

The OCPs concentrations were expressed in the level of ng/mL and adjusted by the 

lipid amount. For the statistical analyses, the non-detectable concentration was 

accounted as a value equal to the LOD divided by the square root of 2 [177]. The 

SPSS Statistics for Windows of version 18.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) was used 

for data analysis, such as Spearman correlation analysis. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 General characteristics 

The socio-demographic characteristics of the pregnant women and infants in this 

study are presented in Table 4.2. The mean maternal age was 28.2 ± 3.2 years old, 

and the overall range of age was between 18 and 44 years old. Only 10.8% of the 

women had a prepregnancy body mass index (BMI) over 24 kg/m
2
 with the average 

BMI value of 20.6 ± 2.7 kg/m
2
. Most subjects (944 of 1046) were primiparous. All 

the participating mothers were Wuhan residents currently and about 96.2% of them 

have lived more than one year. Most mothers received the formal education (higher 

than high school) and 47.5% of them had a college degree. About 32.4% of 

participants were unemployed while the others worked before or during the 

pregnancy. However, none of them had the occupational exposure to the selected 

OCPs. Among these newborns, 549 (52.5%) were boys. The average birth weight 
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was 3341 ± 416 (1030-5270) g, the average birth length was 50.3 ± 1.6 (40-57) cm, 

and the average gestational age was 39.3 ± 1.2 (31.6-41.9) weeks. 
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Table 4.2 Personal characteristics of pregnant women and newborns in the study (n 

= 1046)
a
 

Characteristics Mean ± SD  n (%) 

Maternal age (years) 28.2 ± 3.2   

< 5  100 (9.6%) 

25-30  651 (62.2%) 

≥ 30  295 (28.2%) 

Prepregnancy BMI (kg/m
2
)
b
 20.6 ± 2.7   

Underweight (< 18.5)  209 (20.0%) 

Normal (18.5-23.9)  723 (69.1%) 

Overweight (≥ 23.9)  113 (10.8%) 

Missing  1 (0.1%) 

Parity   

1  944 (90.2%) 

≥ 2  102 (9.8%) 

Infant sex   

Male  549 (52.5%) 

Female  497 (47.5%) 

Gestational age at delivery (weeks) 39.3 ± 1.2   

< 37  35 (3.4%) 

≥ 37  1011 (96.6%) 

Birth weight (g) 3341 ± 416   

Birth length (cm) 50.3 ± 1.6   

Household yearly income (Yuan)   

< 30,000  78 (7.5%) 

≥ 30,000  958 (91.6%) 

Missing  10 (1.0%) 

Occupation     

Unemployed  339 (32.4%) 

Employed  701 (67.0%) 

Missing   6 (0.6%) 

Education   

More than high school  812 (77.6%) 

High school  165 (15.8%) 

Less than high school  69 (6.6%) 

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; SD, standard deviation.  

a
 The data were provided by the collaborator (see Section 4.2.1) and were published 

on Sci. Total Environ. 2018 (636): 761-766. 
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b
 The BMI value of one participant was missing. 

4.3.2 Detection rates of OCPs 

As seen in Figure 4.3, detection rates of the OCPs in the cord serum of newborns 

ranged from 14.1 to 100.0%. β-HCH and p,p’-DDE were detected in 99.8% and 

100.0% of the cord serum samples, respectively. The other two HCH isomers, α-

HCH and γ-HCH, were present in 83.1 % and 80.5 % of the samples. p,p’-DDT, had 

the detection rate of 51.9% and the other metabolite p,p’-DDD was detected in 

60.2% of samples. However, o,p’-DDT and its two metabolites, o,p’-DDD and o,p’-

DDE, had relatively low detection rates (39.5%, 34.2% and 14.1%, respectively). 

 

 

Figure 4.3 The OCP detection rates. 

4.3.3 Levels of OCPs in cord serum  

Concentrations and the geometric means of the OCPs in the cord serum samples are 

given in bases of lipid-adjusted and wet weight in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, 

respectively. For the samples whose concentrations were below LODs, a value 
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equal to the LOD divided by 2 was used as the default value for the statistical 

analyses. The 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles for the target OCPs are 

also shown. The total HCH was calculated as the sum of three isomers, while the 

total DDT was present in the sum of two isomers of DDT and their metabolites. The 

obtained data showed that the concentration of ∑DDTs was around three times of 

that of ∑HCHs.  

The concentration ranges of α-HCH, β-HCH and γ-HCH were <LOD-36.0, <LOD-

1900 and <LOD-54.7 ng/g lipid, respectively. It was observed that β-HCH was the 

major isomer of HCH with geometric mean of 8.67 ng/g lipid. The level order of 

HCHs was β-HCH > γ-HCH > α-HCH. The levels of γ-HCH and α-HCH were 

comparable in the cord serum. Among the detected OCPs, p,p’-DDE had the highest 

concentration with the geometric mean of 33.9 ng/g lipid and the range of not 

detected to 11000 ng/g lipid. The p,p′-DDE was the predominant component and 

accounted for 84.4% of ∑DDTs in the cord serum samples. Another metabolite p,p′-

DDD and its precursor p,p′-DDT were found as the second and third major 

components, with the geometric means of  0.12 and 0.15 ng/g lipid, respectively. It 

was obvious that the p,p′-isomer of DDT and its metabolites were the major 

contaminants in the cord serum samples with much higher levels than the o,p′-

isomers. The geometric mean concentration of o,p′-DDD, o,p′-DDE, and o,p′-DDT 

were 0.07, 0.009 and 0.12 ng/g lipid, respectively.  
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Table 4.3 Descriptive statistics of OCP lipid-adjusted concentrations (ng/g lipid) 

detected in cord serum from newborns (n = 1046)  

Analyte GM (95%CI)
 a
 Range  

Median 

(50
th

) 

Selected percentiles 

25
th

 75
th

 95
th

 

α-HCH 0.22 (0.20, 0.26) <LOD-36.0 0.35 0.10 1.03 2.94 

β-HCH 8.67 (8.10, 9.29) <LOD-1900 8.43 4.64 16.9 52.7 

γ-HCH 0.33 (0.29, 0.38) <LOD-54.7 0.70 0.15 1.33 4.20 

∑HCHs
b
 10.4 (9.81, 11.1) <LOD-1910 10.1 5.74 19.2 57.9 

o,p’-DDD 0.07 (0.06, 0.08) <LOD-192 <LOD <LOD 0.21 3.86 

o,p’-DDE 0.009 (0.008, 0.010) <LOD-47.6 <LOD <LOD <LOD 0.81 

o,p’-DDT 0.12 (0.10, 0.14) <LOD-368 <LOD <LOD 0.64 4.84 

p,p’-DDD 0.12 (0.10, 0.14) <LOD-4400 0.20 <LOD 0.85 10.1 

p,p’-DDE 33.9 (31.3, 36.7) <LOD-11000 31.9 13.9 81.4 302 

p,p’-DDT 0.15 (0.13, 0.18) <LOD-2100 0.10 <LOD 1.03 4.85 

∑DDTs
c
 38.8 (35.9, 41.9) 0.18-11100 35.5 16.3 87.7 330 

Abbreviations: LOD, limit of detection; GM, geometric mean; CI, confidence 

interval.  

a
 Undetectable concentration was accounted as a value equal to the LOD divided by 

2 and values below the LOQ were used unaltered for calculation of GM.  

b
 Sum of α-, β-, γ-HCH. 

c
 Sum of o,p’-DDD, o,p’-DDE, o,p’-DDT, p,p’-DDD, p,p’-DDE and p,p’-DDT. 
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Table 4.4 Descriptive Statistics of OCP wet weight concentrations (ng/g lipid) 

detected in cord serum from newborns (n = 1046) 

Analyte GM (95%CI)
 a
 Range  

Median 

(50
th

) 

Selected percentiles 

25
th

 75
th

 95
th

 

α-HCH 0.007 (0.006, 0.008) <LOD-1.15 0.012 0.003 0.028 0.095 

β-HCH 0.28 (0.26, 0.30) <LOD-72.5 0.30 0.16 0.50 1.38 

γ-HCH 0.01 (0.01, 0.01) <LOD-1.49 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.11 

∑HCHs
b
 0.34 (0.32, 0.36) <LOD-73.0 0.35 0.19 0.58 1.52 

o,p’-DDD 0.002 (0.002, 0.002) <LOD-5.24 <LOD <LOD 0.01 0.12 

o,p’-DDE 0.0003 (0.0003, 0.0003) <LOD-1.30 <LOD <LOD <LOD 0.03 

o,p’-DDT 0.004 (0.003, 0.004) <LOD-10.0 <LOD <LOD 0.03 0.24 

p,p’-DDD 0.004 (0.003, 0.005) <LOD-45.4 0.01 <LOD 0.04 0.27 

p,p’-DDE 1.10 (1.03, 1.18) 0.0031-62.4 1.11 0.58 2.12 6.27 

p,p’-DDT 0.005 (0.004, 0.006) <LOD-55.3 0.003 <LOD 0.05 0.16 

∑DDTs
c
 1.26 (1.18, 1.34) 0.01-71.1 1.29 0.65 2.32 7.08 

Abbreviations: LOD, limit of detection; GM, geometric mean; CI, confidence 

interval.  

a 
Undetectable concentration was accounted as a value equal to the LOD divided by 

2 and values below the LOQ were used unaltered for calculation of GM.  

b 
Sum of α-, β-, γ-HCH. 

c 
Sum of o,p’-DDD, o,p’-DDE, o,p’-DDT, p,p’-DDD, p,p’-DDE and p,p’-DDT. 
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4.3.4 Correlations among OCP  

Linear regression analyses were performed amongst HCH isomers, DDT isomers 

and their metabolites. Spearman correlation coefficients were used instead of 

Pearson correlation coefficients, as the data did not always follow the normal 

distribution. As seen from Table 4.5, the correlations between the OCPs ranged 

from almost none (r = 0.06) to positive association (r = 0.56), but most relationships 

were weakly positive (r = 0.2-0.4). There was a slightly positive correlation between 

the level of α-HCH and β-HCH (r = 0.41, p < 0.001) as well as the levels of α-HCH 

and γ-HCH (r = 0.38, p < 0.001) in the cord serum. A positive correlation between 

the levels of o,p’-DDD and p,p’-DDD was observed (r = 0.48, p < 0.001). Similarly, 

the exposure levels of o,p’-DDT and p,p’-DDT were positively correlated (r = 0.38, 

p < 0.001). In addition, there was a strong positive association between o,p’-DDD 

and o,p’-DDE levels (r = 0.56, p < 0.001). For the rest OCPs, no strong correlations 

were seen between the exposure levels in the cord serum. 
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Table 4.5 Spearman correlation coefficients between lipid-adjusted levels of OCPs (n = 1046)
a
 

 
α-HCH β-HCH γ-HCH o,p’-DDD o,p’-DDE o,p’-DDT p,p’-DDD p,p’-DDE p,p’-DDT 

α-HCH 1.00         

β-HCH 0.41 1.00        

γ-HCH 0.38 0.29 1.00       

o,p’-DDD 0.37 0.25 0.14 1.00      

o,p’-DDE 0.40 0.38 0.17 0.56 1.00     

o,p’-DDT 0.39 0.24 0.32 0.36 0.38 1.00    

p,p’-DDD 0.23 0.12 0.19 0.48 0.28 0.49 1.00   

p,p’-DDE 0.13 0.52 0.06
c
 0.25 0.44 0.06

b
 0.19 1.00 

 
p,p’-DDT 0.38 0.27 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.38 0.39 0.12 1.00 

a
 most of the 2-tailed p values were less than 0.001, unless specially noted below.   

b
 p value was less than 0.05. 

c
 p value was more than 0.05.  
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4.4 Discussion  

The present study evaluated the prenatal exposure of OCPs in newborns in Wuhan 

between 2014 and 2015. In general, the levels of HCH and DDT residues in this 

study was within the reported levels in the previous biomonitoring studies in China 

and other countries (Table 4.6). The levels of HCHs from this study were similar to 

cord serum samples in Shanghai [178]. The indication of the reduction in exposure 

to HCHs was suggested from the comparison of cord serum HCH levels in this 

study (0.35 ng/mL; 10.1 ng/g lipid) and prior study in Guangzhou (13.7 ng/g lipid) 

in 2004 [50]. The ∑HCHs levels in cord serum samples was much lower than those 

in Poland [44], Spain [173] and the United States [179].  

Among HCH isomers, the highest exposure level was β-HCH. This may be due to 

the persistency of β-HCH isomer. It has been suggested that β-HCH has 10-30 times 

higher ability of accumulation in fat tissue than γ-HCH [180]. It is well known that 

the commercial HCH includes about 65% of α- HCH, 10% of β-HCH, 15% of γ-

HCH and 10% of other impurities. However, α-HCH could be easily transformed to 

β-HCH in the environment. Moreover, β-HCH is resistant to biodegradation due to 

its recalcitrant chemical structure. Given that there was no exposure to the 

commercial HCHs in recent years, it was reasonable that β-HCH was the dominant 

HCH isomer in most human samples. Similar profiles of HCH isomers have been 

reported previously in human samples from other countries such as Slovakia [181], 

New Zealand [182] and United Kingdom [55]. Because of its slow metabolism and 

excretion, β-HCH is more toxic than other HCH isomers [180]. The previous 

epidemiology study showed that exposure to β-HCH might increase the occurrence 

of breast cancer [183].  
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The total levels of DDT isomers and metabolites detected in this study were less 

than those reported in maternal and cord serum collected from Hong Kong (1930 

and 1560 ng/g fat, respectively) [132]; and less that those in maternal and umbilical 

cord blood collected from young mothers in Guangzhou (2000 and 1510 ng/g lipid, 

respectively) [50]. In addition to the exposure time difference discussed above for 

HCH, the decreased levels of DDT isomers and metabolites may also be attributed 

to the geographic difference and dietary habits. Wuhan is the interior city of China, 

while the other two sampling sites are closed to coastal regions. The residents in 

coastal cities tend to consume more seafood, whose consumption is typically an 

important exposure way of OCPs.   

China has been one of the largest producer and consumer of DDT due to the major 

agricultural production. Although China has enforced the ban on the application of 

DDT since 1983, DDT and DDE might still be detectable in many animal and 

human samples, for example, in most samples in this study. Actually, about 90-

100% of p,p’-DDE was detected in the general population [119, 178, 184]. 

Similarly, the presence of p,p’-DDE was found among all cord serum samples in the 

present research. Because of the significant effect on vector control to prevent 

disease (such as malaria), the application of DDT in this specific aspect is still under 

use nowadays, especially in some developing countries. China has been exempted 

for the application of DDT in vector control from the Stockholm Convention on 

POPs. Likewise, cord serum samples from Thailand were found with high exposure 

extent of DDTs (p,p'-DDE: 742 ng/g lipid; p,p'-DDT: 77.1 ng/g lipid) [185], due to 

the use of DDT on malaria repellent and crop protection. The findings support the 

need of OCPs monitoring in countries with the limited production and use of DDT, 

such as Thailand and China. Moreover, DDT could exist as impurities in the 
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production of dicofol that is used as an organochlorine miticide [186]. Dicofol is 

currently used for foliar application on agricultural crops and ornamentals in China 

[187].  

The obtained data indicated that p,p′-DDT and its metabolites had the higher 

concentration than the o,p’-isomer and its metabolites. It is because the technical 

DDT product contains approximately 70-80% of p,p′-DDT and 20% of o,p′-DDT. 

Overall, β-HCH and p,p′-DDE were dominant compounds in cord serum, 

accounting for 85.2% of the OCP profile. This finding agrees with previous reports 

showing that β-HCH and DDE were the dominant OCPs in biota samples [50, 55, 

182].  

The Spearman correlation coefficients suggested the exposure source and kinetics of 

contaminants. Positive correlations among levels of HCH isomers indicated the 

similar exposure source of HCH. Similarly, DDT and DDD were positively related, 

suggesting the same exposure source. OCPs were in foods, especially some fatty 

foods [2, 22, 32]. Positive association between fish consumption and OCP exposure 

of human has been reported in general population [131, 188–190]. The above data is 

consistent with our finding of comparison that the exposure levels of OCPs for 

pregnant women in Wuhan, the capital of Hubei province in inland regions is 

generally lower than those in coastal regions where higher seafood consumption 

occurs. In addition, HCH and DDT were both the major component in the OCP 

profile of the Chinese diet.  

The current study showed the presence of OCPs in cord serum samples, which 

might reflect the prenatal exposure to OCPs. Extensive exposure to the OCPs was 

related to certain adverse effects on health, such as hormone disruption and 

reproductive abnormalities [103]. Prenatal exposure to EDCs including PCBs and 
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PBDEs through placenta was reported [191–193]. It was reported that in-utero 

exposure to OCPs influenced the probability of pregnancy in female newborns 

[194]. Our results confirmed the previous reports with the exposure levels detected 

in the cord serum samples. The information of the OCP exposure might be valuable 

for the investigation of OCP effect on the infants’ future development. 
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Table 4.6 Mean or median concentrations of the OCPs in serum from other studies 

Place 
Samples collection 

year 

Sample 

type 
n 

Mean or median (range)
a
 

Reference 
β-HCH p,p’-DDD p,p’-DDE p,p’-DDT 

China         

Guangzhou
b
 2004 

Maternal 

serum 
30 

34.5 

(0.3-180) 

51.3 

(0-207) 

1620 

(98.1-5540) 

120 

(26.3-879) 
[50] 

  Cord serum 30 
13.7 

(0.9-59.1) 

12.5 

(0-33.8) 

1120 

(22.1-2620) 

101 

(12.0-445)  

Hong Kong
c
 2005 

Maternal 

serum 
21 -- -- 

1800 

(1534-2780) 

133 

(0-183) 
[49] 

  
Cord serum 

21 -- -- 
1470 

(625-1950) 

82.0 

(0-162)  

Shanghai
b
 2008-2009 

Cord 

serum
d
 

1438 
0.45  

(0-9.69) 

0.04 

 (0-3.84) 

1.85  

(0-31.7) 

0.11  

(0-3.20) 
[178] 

Other countries        

California, 

the US
b
 

1999-2000 
Maternal 

serum 
385 

37.2 

(0.07-2490) 
-- 

1000 

(48.8-

159000) 

12.1 

(1.6-33200) [179] 

Thailand
c
 2003-2004 

Maternal 

serum 
39 -- 

104 

(16.8-527) 

1190 

(58.3-7980) 

123 

(18.0-1070) 
[185] 

  
Cord serum 

39 -- 
89.1 

(24.1-309) 

742 

(81.3-4260) 

77.1 

(21.5-660)  

Poland
c
 2004 

Maternal 

serum 
18 

3.9 

(0-11.1) 
-- 

375 

(29.4-984) 

25.4 

(2.6-112) 
[44] 
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  Cord serum 17 
2.6 

(0-7.4) -- 
365 

(43.9-922) 

19.6 

(1.6-69.3)  

Spain
c
 2004-2006 Cord serum 442 

47 

(0-610) 

8.7 

(0-190) 

330 

(0-11000) 

31 

(0-2500) 
[173] 

a
 Lipid adjusted concentration (ng/g lipid) was reported, unless specified below.

 

b 
Median data was reported. 

c 
Mean data was reported. 

d 
Wet-weight concentration (ng/mL) was reported.  
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Figure 4.4 Boxplot of the concentrations of OCPs (ng/g lipid) in cord serum (n = 

1046). 

Concentrations are depicted as logarithmic base 10 scale. The band inside the box 

shows the median (50th). Bottom and top of the box are the first (25th) and third 

quartiles (75th). The whiskers represent the 5th and the 95th percentile. The values 

of outliers are represented by a cycle and the extreme outliers values are represented 

by an asterisk. 

4.5 Summary of this chapter 

The levels of HCH isomers and DDTs in the cord serum may reflect the prenatal 

exposure of newborns in Wuhan. Consistent with the findings from previous studies 

in other regions, β-HCH and p,p′-DDE were found to be the predominant pollutants 

among the targeted OCPs. Lower exposure levels detected in this study may 

indicate the effectiveness of legislatively banned use on the OCPs. However, 
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monitoring of prenatal exposure of the OCPs is still necessary due to their 

persistence and toxicology. The positive correlation among some targeted 

compounds suggested the similar exposure source, which, however, requires further 

investigation. 

 

* This chapter is mainly from a published paper (Jing Fang, et al. Concentrations of 

organochlorine pesticides in cord serum of newborns in Wuhan, China. Sci. Total 

Environ., 2018, 636, 761-766), and has been permitted writing into this thesis by the 

editorial office of this journal and all co-authors. 
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Chapter 5 Association of prenatal exposure to organochlorine pesticides and 

birth outcomes and postnatal growth 

5.1 Introduction 

The OCPs have been widely used in agriculture, industries and the vector control of 

malaria disease. The HCH includes several isomers. Among the isomers, β-HCH is 

thermodynamically stable in the environment, thus resistant to biodegradation. 

Another typical class of OCPs is DDT that could be metabolized to DDE and DDD. 

Based on the stable structure and lipophilic properties, OCPs could persist in the 

environment for the long term and be accumulated in human bodies [13]. The 

presence of OCPs has been reported in maternal blood, cord serum and breast milk, 

indicating the prenatal and lactational exposure [49, 131].  

The presence of OCPs in human bodies is under a health concern. OCPs could act as 

endocrine disruptors, thus disturbing the endogenous endocrine system. For 

example, OCPs could inhibit androgen binding to the androgen receptor by the 

antagonist action, which may interfere with the synthesis, metabolism and 

elimination of hormones [77]. In addition, the xenoestrogenic properties of HCHs 

enable these chemicals to act as endocrine disruptors and disturb the thyroid 

hormone levels during pregnancy [195]. It has been reported that OCPs might affect 

the reproductive function and sexual development [194]. Animal experiments about 

the OCP exposure have suggested adverse reproductive outcomes [196, 197]. A 

positive relationship between OCP levels and spontaneous abortion was suggested 

[198, 199]. Epidemiological studies also indicated HCH would cause adverse effects 

on human reproductive outcomes, including intrauterine growth retardation [200]. 

In the early developing stage of fetuses, the effects of OCP exposure could be more 

severe. Given the smaller body size, fetuses are more vulnerable than adults when 
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exposed to OCPs. The prenatal exposure to OCPs is susceptible of a wide range of 

adverse health effects in long term, such as the neurological and intellectual 

function in the postnatal development [201], obesity in childhood [94] and the 

delayed effects on nervous system functioning [123].  

The evidence of in utero exposure and the OCP toxicology has triggered 

epidemiology studies investigating the associations of prenatal exposure to these 

compounds and the fetal as well as postnatal development. Increased risks of 

adverse birth outcomes related to the higher exposure levels of OCPs were found 

[121]. The increasing concentrations of DDE in the maternal serum were associated 

with higher possibilities of preterm birth and small for gestational age [121, 202–

204]. A negative association was also reported between the OCP levels and the 

newborns’ birth weight [202–204]. Previous studies have found that elevated levels 

of HCH were associated with decreased birth weight, reduced birth length, and 

higher risks of preterm birth [205, 206]. However, other studies suggested positive 

or null associations between prenatal exposure to OCPs and birth outcomes [62, 

207, 208]. Similarly, other studies found associations between OCP levels and 

gestational age were not significant [172, 209, 210]. The inconsistent findings in 

human exposure may be attributed to the difference in study design, populations and 

human races, requiring further investigations. 

In addition, exposure to environmental pollutants would significantly increase the 

risk of preterm birth [121, 211]. Childbirth, occurring before 37 completed weeks of 

gestation, is defined as preterm birth. It is the leading contributor to neonatal 

morbidity and mortality [212, 213]. Infants born with preterm may die or survive at 

high risks of sequelae, such as diabetes [214], neurodevelopmental impairment 

[215] and lung disease [216]. Gestational age is reflective of developmental 
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progress from the time of conception to birth, and is associated with various health 

outcomes in later life. It has been reported that the incidence of neonatal morbidity, 

such as respiratory distress and patent ductus arteriosus, was inversely associated 

with gestational age [217]. Gestational age was regarded as an important predictor 

of perinatal survival [218]. Moreover, shorter adult stature was found associated 

with gestational age at delivery [219]. Prenatal exposure to EDCs was previously 

found associated with gestational age, possibly due to the endocrine-mediated 

mechanism [220]. The HCHs were found significantly higher in preterm birth [210]. 

Diseases and health problems could trace back to the adverse exposure during the 

period of pregnancy. Exposure to OCPs in utero has been demonstrated to be 

associated with adverse effects on fetal growth in endocrine, immunologic and 

reproductive system. In recent years, many studies have revealed the adverse effects 

of OCPs on fetal growth [221, 222]. One cohort study in Spanish reported that the 

DDE levels in maternal serum were associated with overweight of children at 6.5 

years old [223]. Another study reported prenatal exposure to DDE may lead to rapid 

growth in first 6 month and overweight in later life [224]. However, studies 

focusing on the postnatal growth were rare and inconsistent. 

Particularlly, epidemiology studies on the relationship of the OCP prenatal exposure 

and birth outcomes as well as postnatal growth in the Chinese population are 

limited. As one of the largest agriculture countries, China has ever been the main 

producer and consumer of OCPs. It is very essential to investigation effects of OCP 

exposure among the Chinese population. In this chapter, we examined whether 

prenatal exposure to selected OCPs, as assessed by measurement in cord serum 

samples, might affect birth size among the population in Wuhan, China (Figure 5.1). 

Associations of HCH concentrations in cord serum and gestational age would be 
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investigated. The modification effects of maternal age and gestational weight gain 

were also discussed because the two factors were previously associated with 

preterm birth [225, 226]. Also, we aimed to explore the potential effects of OCPs on 

the infant growth from birth to 2 years old. 

 

Figure 5.1 Associations of OCP exposure and birth size. 

5.2 Experiment 

5.2.1 Study population and cord serum sample collection  

We abstracted the study population from a prospective birth cohort in Wuhan, 

China, which was conducted at Wuhan Women and Children Medical and Health 

Center, aimed to explore impact of environmental factors on maternal and children 

health. The birth cohort study was established by our collaborator in Wuhan, Prof. 

Shunqing Xu’s group. Pregnant women were recruited into this birth cohort at their 

first prenatal visit in the study hospital. The recruit criteria are as follows: 1) 

singleton pregnancy and less than 16 gestational weeks; 2) plan to give birth at the 

study hospital; 3) resident of Wuhan City and would not move out the city for the 

foreseeable future; 4) volunteer to take part in this birth cohort and offer written 
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informed consent. The research protocol was approved by the ethics committees of 

Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University of Science and Technology [No. 

(2012)07], and Wuhan Women and Children’s Medical Care Center (No. 2012003). 

In this study, we restricted to mother-infant pairs with birth data and available cord 

serum samples from 2014 to 2015.  

Records of 1046 mother-child pairs were initially included in this study. The 

pregnant women who had missing information on prepregnancy BMI (n = 1) and 

family income (n = 10) were excluded. The newborns who had birth defects (n = 7) 

were also excluded. Finally, 1028 pairs of mother-infant were left for the analyses 

of birth outcomes.  

With prenatal consent, the newborns were recruited at birth and were asked come 

back to the Department of Children’s Health at the hospital for follow-up visit at 6 

months, 1 year, and 2 years. Women who delivered neonates with a birth defect (n = 

5) and infants whose growth data of all time points were missing (n = 15) were 

excluded. Eventually, 1024 mother-infant pairs were examined in subsequent 

analyses of postnatal growth. 

The cord serum samples were collected by our collaborator, and sent to our 

laboratory for the measurement of OCPs. The demographic characteristics of 

participants and postnatal growth of neonates were provided by our collaborator.  

5.2.2 Outcomes and covariates  

Basic information on infants including infants sex, birth weight and birth length 

were all retrieved from medical records. Nude birth weight and birth length were 

measured for each infant immediately after birth by experienced obstetric nurses 

using standardized procedures. Gestational age was calculated from the first day of 

last menstrual period to the delivery date, or was corrected based on their first-
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trimester ultrasound examination for women who had irregular or unsure last 

menstrual period. Ponderal index was identified as the ratio of birth weight in 

kilograms to length in meters cubed (kg/m
3
). The weights and heights of infants in 

early-childhood were measured at the ages of 0.5 (Mean ± SD: 0.52 ± 0.03), 1 (1.02 

± 0.05), and 2 (2.03 ± 0.06) years old at Wuhan Women and Children Medical and 

Health Center. Birth and early-childhood weights and heights were normalized to z-

scores by applying WHO child growth standards specified by sex and age [227]. 

The infant was identified as overweight if the BMI z-score > 1.04 (85th percentile of 

WHO standard), as obesity if the BMI z-score > 1.64 (95th percentile of WHO 

standard). Previous studies reported that the overweight in infants was often 

accompanied with rapid weight gain [228, 224], so the weight velocity was defined 

as the difference of Weight z-score between two time points and rapid weight gain 

was defined as “Weight z-score change > 0.67” between birth and each time point 

[229].  

Other information on maternal age, maternal body height and weight before 

pregnancy, weight at delivery, and maternal diseases was retrieved from medical 

records. A face-to-face questionnaire was conducted by formally trained research 

nurses to collect socio-demographic characteristics (age, annual household income, 

maternal education levels and occupation), medical history as well as lifestyle 

behaviors before and during pregnancy (such as drinking and passive smoking). 

Prepregnancy BMI was calculated as the ratio of prepregnancy body weight to 

squared height (kg/m
2
). The breastfeeding duration was obtained from 

questionnaires accomplished by the caregivers during the follow-up visits. 
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5.2.3 Analysis of OCPs in cord serum  

Cord serum samples were collected at the delivery and kept in polypropylene 

containers in a refrigerator at −80 °C for further analysis. A LLE  sample treatment 

coupled with GC-MS/MS analysis was applied for the analysis of OCPs in cord 

serum samples, described in our previous study [129, 155]. In brief, after spiked 

with the internal standard, serum samples (0.1 mL) were added with hexane/methyl 

tert-butyl ether mixture. The supernatant was collected for the analysis by GC-

MS/MS. The developed method was validated and had good recoveries with RSDs 

less than 15%.  

The FBS free from OCPs was used as the serum blank and the quality control serum 

was prepared by spiking FBS with known amount of OCP standards. Each batch 

consisted of 10 cord serum samples and one quality control sample [129] and the 

lipid contents were determined gravity [176].  

5.2.4 Statistical analysis  

The concentrations of OCPs lower than LODs were treated with a value of LODs 

divided by 2 for the statistical analysis [177]. The total HCH (∑HCHs) was defined 

as the sum of HCH isomers (α-HCH, β-HCH and γ-HCH), while the total DDT 

(∑DDTs) was the sum of p,p’-DDD, p,p’-DDE and p,p’-DDT. Because the 

distributions of cord serum concentrations of HCH and DDT as well as ∑HCHs and 

∑DDTs were right-skewed, a natural logarithm transformation was applied to 

satisfy statistical normality of data. The lipid-adjusted OCP concentrations (ln-

transformed) were analyzed as a continuous indicator. The Kruskal-Wallis test and 

Mann-Whitney U-test were used to compare HCH levels among different categories 

of characteristics. 
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The relationships between exposure levels of OCPs in cord serum and birth 

outcomes (birth weight, birth length and ponderal index) were evaluated by 

univariate linear regression models. Associations between OCP concentrations and 

the evaluated birth outcomes were further examined using multiple linear regression 

models. Generalized linear models were used to explore associations between HCH 

exposure and gestational age. The HCH concentrations were analyzed as a 

continuous indicator (ln-transformed) and a categorical indicator (tertile-coded), 

separately. The HCH concentrations were categorized into tertiles (α-HCH: < 0.171, 

0.171-0.718, ≥ 0.718 ng/g lipid; β-HCH: < 5.739, 5.739-12.61, ≥ 12.61 ng/g lipid; γ-

HCH: < 0.326, 0.326-1.125, ≥ 1.125 ng/g lipid) and the 1st tertile was served as the 

reference group. The linear trend across increasing HCH tertiles was estimated by 

treating the tertile-specific median HCH levels as a continuous variable using the 

Wald test. Associations between the OCP exposure and the early-childhood growth 

(children’s weight, length and BMI z-scores) were estimated by generalized linear 

models. 

The potential confounders were selected if they have been reported related to birth 

size in previous studies (regardless of statistical significance) or could change 

parameter estimates of the main effect by more than 10%. Accordingly, the potential 

confounders included in multiple linear regression models consisted of maternal age 

(continuous variable), maternal education level (less than high school, high school, 

more than high school), prepregnancy BMI (underweight: < 18.5, normal: 18.5-

23.9, overweight and obesity: ≥ 24.0 kg/m
2
), gestational age (continuous variable), 

breastfeeding duration  (< 6 months, ≥ 6 months for 0.5 years old; < 12 months, ≥ 

12 months when for 1 and 2 years old), passive smoking during pregnancy parity 

and infant sex. Cold seasons included winter and spring (from October 1st to March 
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31th of the following year) and warm seasons included summer and autumn (from 

April 1st to September 30th). As all the pregnant women reported no active smoking 

or alcohol consumption during pregnancy, all models were not adjusted for these 

two factors.  

To explore the potential fetal sex-different associations, multiple linear regressions 

were fixed among subgroups stratified by infant sex and investigated the potential 

interactions between infant sex and OCP exposure in generalized linear models. 

Besides, we conducted sensitive analyses which excluded preterm births (gestational 

age < 37 weeks). To explore the potential interaction of sex and OCPs to infant 

growth, the interaction term (infant sex × OCP) was added. Since the prepregnancy 

BMI was a risk factor of infant obesity, we estimated the multiplicative effect 

modification by adding an interaction term (prepregnancy BMI × OCP). Given that 

preterm birth and shorter gestational age were associated with maternal age and 

gestational weight gain, stratified analyses were performed by potential 

modification factors [225, 226]. Maternal age at delivery was categorized into four 

groups (< 25, 25-29, 30-34 and ≥ 35 years). Gestational weight gain were divided 

into three categories (inadequate, adequate, and excessive) according to the Institute 

of Medicine (IOM) guidelines of 2009 based on pregnancy BMI (for BMI < 18.5 

kg/m
2
: recommended total weight gain 12.5-18.0 kg, for BMI = 18.5-24.9 kg/m

2
: 

weight gain 11.0-16.0 kg, for BMI = 25.0-27.9 kg/m
2
: weight gain 7.0-11.5 kg, and 

for BMI ≥ 28.0 kg/m
2
: weight gain 5.0-9.0 kg).  

All the statistical analyses were performed with SPSS Statistics for Windows, 

version 18.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). The tests were two-sided, and it was 

regarded statistically significant if p value < 0.05. 
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5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Characteristics of the study population 

The general characteristics of the 1028 mother-infant pairs are summarized in Table 

5.1. The maternal age was approximately 28.2 ± 3.2 [mean ± standard deviation 

(SD)] years old with the range of 18 to 44 years old. Among the pregnant women, 

69.5% of them had a normal prepregnancy BMI with the mean value of 20.6 ± 2.7 

kg/m
2
. The mothers who were underweight (BMI < 18.5 kg/m

2
) or overweight (BMI 

> 24.0 kg/m
2
) were 19.9% and 10.6%, respectively. Most of the participants were 

primiparous (90.4%), received the education level more than high school (77.7%) 

and had an annual household income larger than 50,000 RMB (77.4%). None of the 

mothers had active tobacco smoking or alcohol drinking during pregnancy. Passive 

smoking was reported in the interview of 28.4% of participants. Approximate 67.1% 

of mothers were employed before pregnancy and none of them had occupational 

exposure to OCPs. Of the 1028 newborns, 539 (52.4%) were boys. The birth weight, 

birth length and ponderal index of infants were 3343 ± 415 g, 50.3 ± 1.6 cm and 

26.2 ± 2.1 kg/m
3
 (mean ± SD), respectively. The average gestational age was 

approximately 39.3 ± 1.2 weeks.  
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Table 5.1 Characteristics of the mother-infant pairs in this study (n = 1028)
a
 

Characteristics n (%) Mean ± SD  

Mothers   

Age (years)  28.2 ± 3.2 

< 25 99 (9.6)  

25-29 639 (62.2)  

30-34 239 (23.2)  

≥ 35 51 (5.0)  

Prepregnancy BMI (kg/m
2
)  20.6 ± 2.7 

Underweight (< 18.5) 205 (19.9)  

Normal (18.5-23.9) 714 (69.5)  

Overweight and obesity (≥ 24.0) 109 (10.6)  

Parity    

Primiparous  929 (90.4)  

Multiparous  99 (9.6)  

Maternal education   

Less than high school 69 (6.7)  

High school 160 (15.6)  

More than high school 799 (77.7)  

Household income (RMB per year)   

< 50,000  232 (22.6)  

≥ 50,000  796 (77.4)  

Maternal occupation   

Employment 690 (67.1)  

Unemployment  333 (32.4)  

Missing  5 (0.5)  

Passive smoking during pregnancy   

Yes  292 (71.6)  

No  736 (28.4)  

Infants    

Sex   

Male 539 (52.4)  

Female 489 (47.6)  

Birth weight (g)  3343 ± 415 

Birth length (cm)  50.3 ± 1.6 

Ponderal index (kg/m
3
)  26.2 ± 2.1 

Gestational age (weeks)  39.3 ± 1.2 

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; SGA, small for gestational age. 

a
 The data were provided by the collaborator (see Section 5.2.1) and were published 

on Sci. Total Environ., 2019, 654, 678-683.  
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5.3.2 Distributions of HCHs in cord serum 

The cord serum levels of HCHs in relation to maternal and infant characteristics are 

shown in Table 5.2. The detection rates of α-HCH, β-HCH, and γ-HCH were 83.1%, 

99.8%, and 80.5%, respectively. Higher levels of β-HCH were found in women, 

who were elder at delivery, who had higher prepregnancy BMI, who received more 

education, who were employed before pregnancy, who reported no passive smoking 

during pregnancy, and whose household income were higher (p < 0.05). Pregnant 

women, who had higher maternal age or have passive smoking exposure, had higher 

exposure levels of α-HCH (p < 0.05). Cord serum levels of γ-HCH were not 

significantly related to demographic characteristics of mothers and infants.  
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Table 5.2 Distributions of HCH concentrations in cord serum (ng/g lipid) according to maternal and infant characteristics (n = 1028)
a,b

 

Characteristics n (%) α-HCH β-HCH γ-HCH 

  GM (95% CI) GM (95% CI) GM (95% CI) 

Maternal age (years)
c
     

< 25 99 (9.6) 0.114 (0.073, 0.178) 6.080 (4.836, 7.643) 0.211 (0.127, 0.349) 

25-29 639 (62.2) 0.250 (0.213, 0.293) 8.412 (7.746, 9.136) 0.379 (0.323, 0.444) 

30-34 239 (23.2) 0.215 (0.166, 0.279) 9.436 (8.023, 11.08) 0.296 (0.224, 0.390) 

≥ 35 51 (5.0) 0.270 (0.158, 0.462) 16.13 (12.27, 21.22) 0.216 (0.107, 0.437) 

p-value  0.009 <0.001 0.234 

Prepregnancy BMI (kg/m
2
)
c
     

Underweight (< 18.5) 205 (19.9) 0.207 (0.155, 0.276) 7.840 (6.747, 9.111) 0.275 (0.200, 0.379) 

Normal (18.5-23.9) 714 (69.5) 0.225 (0.193, 0.262) 8.539 (7.848, 9.292) 0.371 (0.319, 0.432) 

Overweight and obesity (≥ 24.0) 109 (10.6) 0.258 (0.179, 0.373) 11.28 (9.254, 13.75) 0.206 (0.131, 0.325) 

p-value  0.717 0.004 0.136 

Parity
d
      

1  929 (90.4) 0.229 (0.200, 0.261) 8.864 (8.268, 9.503) 0.334 (0.291, 0.384) 

≥ 2 99 (9.6) 0.187 (0.122, 0.286) 6.848 (5.078, 9.236) 0.280 (0.177, 0.441) 

p-value  0.482 0.159 0.526 

Maternal education
d
     

Less than high school 69 (6.7) 0.185 (0.110, 0.310) 5.255 (3.931, 7.026) 0.433 (0.263, 0.714) 

High school 160 (15.6) 0.195 (0.138, 0.275) 6.925 (5.722, 8.382) 0.304 (0.216, 0.426) 

More than high school 799 (77.7) 0.235 (0.204, 0.271) 9.437 (8.751, 10.18) 0.326 (0.280, 0.379) 

p-value  0.575 <0.001 0.621 

Household income (RMB per year)
d
     

< 50,000  232 (22.6) 0.207 (0.157, 0.271) 7.367 (6.488, 8.365) 0.417 (0.321, 0.540) 

≥ 50,000  796 (77.4) 0.230 (0.199, 0.265) 9.060 (8.354, 9.825) 0.307 (0.263, 0.357) 

p-value  0.513 0.016 0.258 
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Maternal occupation
d, e

     

Employment 690 (67.1) 0.213 (0.182, 0.249) 8.962 (8.270, 9.711) 0.344 (0.293, 0.403) 

Unemployment  333 (32.4) 0.252 (0.203, 0.313) 8.058 (7.050, 9.209) 0.304 (0.239, 0.387) 

Missing  5 (0.5)    

p-value  0.352 0.046 0.518 

Passive smoking during pregnancy
d
     

Yes  292 (71.6) 0.162 (0.128, 0.205) 8.069 (7.073, 9.205) 0.308 (0.242, 0.392) 

No  736 (28.4) 0.255 (0.220, 0.297) 8.887 (8.193, 9.640) 0.337 (0.288, 0.395) 

p-value  <0.001 0.044 0.074 

Infant’s sex
d
      

Male  539 (52.4) 0.220 (0.184, 0.262) 8.570 (7.776, 9.445) 0.305 (0.254, 0.366) 

Female  489 (47.6) 0.230 (0.191, 0.276) 8.732 (7.913, 9.637) 0.357 (0.295, 0.432) 

p-value  0.963 0.497 0.267 

Gestational age (weeks)
d
     

< 37 33 (3.2) 0.141 (0.066, 0.301) 7.400 (5.138, 10.66) 0.203 (0.082, 0.504) 

≥ 37 995 (96.8) 0.228 (0.200, 0.259) 8.691 (8.100, 9.326) 0.334 (0.292, 0.381) 

p-value  0.211 0.564 0.314 

a
 The data were partly provided by the collaborator (see Section 5.2.1) and were published on Ecotox. Environ. Safe. 2019 (174): 263-269. 

b
 Data source of the HCH exposure levels [129].  

c
 Kruskal-Wallis test.  

d
 Mann-Whitney U-test.  

e
 Missing data: maternal occupation (n = 5).  
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5.3.3 Associations between OCPs and birth size 

In this study, the associations of OCP concentrations in cord serum samples and 

birth size were investigated in terms of birth weight, birth length and ponderal 

index. Table 5.3 presents the relationships of ln-transformed OCP concentrations in 

cord serum to birth weight in total and based on the newborn sex. In the crude 

model, the p,p’-DDE levels were negatively associated with the newborns’ birth 

weight [β = −21.02, 95% confidence interval (CI): −40.25, −1.79]. After adjustment 

for covariates, no significant associations were observed between any OCP 

compounds and birth weight. In boys, β-HCH concentrations were negatively 

related to birth weight both in the crude model (β = −30.90, 95% CI: −59.07, −2.72) 

and in the adjusted model (β = −28.61, 95% CI: −54.84, −4.37). However, no 

significant relationships between ln-transformed OCP concentrations and birth 

weight were found in girls (p for sex interaction = 0.05 for β-HCH and ∑HCHs). 

The associations between OCP levels and birth length were further investigated 

(Table 5.4). There were no significant relationships observed in all infants and the 

sex stratification.  

Table 5.5 presents the estimates from the multiple linear regression models fitting 

ponderal index and OCP levels in cord serum. For male infants, after adjusted for 

covariates, only β-HCH exposure was negatively associated with ponderal index (β 

= −0.17, 95% CI:  −0.32, −0.01). There were no associations between the other OCP 

levels and ponderal index of the male infants. No significant relationships between 

the OCP exposure and ponderal index in girls were observed (p > 0.05).  
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Table 5.3 Associations between ln-transformed OCP concentrations in cord serum (ng/g lipid) and birth weight (g) 

OCPs Total (n = 1028)   Boys (n = 539)   Girls (n = 489)  

Crude β 

(95%CI) 

Adjusted β 

(95%CI)
a
 

p for sex 

interaction
b
 

 Crude β 

(95%CI) 

Adjusted β 

(95%CI)
c
 

 Crude β 

(95%CI) 

Adjusted β 

(95%CI)
c
 

α-HCH −3.38 (−15.64, 

8.88) 

0.18 (−10.05, 

10.42) 

0.97  -0.08 (−15.56, 

15.41) 

0.76 (−12.75, 

14.26) 

 −6.86 (−26.21, 

12.50) 

0.55 (−15.05, 

16.15) 

β-HCH −15.06 

(−37.56, 7.44) 

−15.27 (−34.52, 

3.98) 

0.05  −30.90 

(−59.07, -2.72) 

−28.61 

(−54.84, −4.37) 

 4.15 (−31.64, 

39.94) 

2.09 (−27.54, 

31.71) 

γ-HCH −9.22 (−20.99, 

2.55) 

−6.14 (−15.92, 

3.64) 

0.85  −5.20 (−20.24, 

9.84) 

−6.50 (−19.48, 

6.50) 

 −12.59 

(−30.96, 5.79) 

−3.53 (−18.39, 

11.34) 

∑HCHs −19.80 

(−44.20, 4.59) 

−18.42 (−39.21, 

2.36) 

0.05  −37.93 

(−68.68, −7.18) 

−34.48 

(−61.86, −7.09) 

 1.69 (−36.79, 

40.17) 

0.28 (−31.49, 

32.05) 

p,p’-DDD 0.69 (−8.55, 

9.92) 

3.10 (−4.60, 

10.80) 

0.83  1.85 (−10.25, 

13.96) 

1.72 (−8.78, 

12.22) 

 0.41 (−13.63, 

14.44) 

4.15 (−7.17, 

15.48) 

p,p’-DDE −21.02 

(−40.25, −1.79) 

−10.88 (−27.16, 

5.40) 

0.85  −25.57 

(−50.20, −0.94) 

−11.64 

(−33.58, 10.30) 

 −14.90 

(−44.80, 15.00) 

−10.14 

(−34.54, 14.26) 

p,p’-DDT 1.37 (−9.63, 

12.37) 

−0.39 (−9.53, 

8.76) 

0.71  7.06 (−7.56, 

21.69) 

2.10 (−10.58, 

14.77) 

 −3.08 (−19.55, 

13.39) 

−1.59 (−14.84, 

11.67) 

∑DDTs −16.98 

(−36.60, 2.64) 

−7.52 (−24.10, 

9.05) 

0.53  −25.61 

(−51.40, 0.18) 

−12.04 

(−34.92, 10.85) 

 −7.30 (−36.98, 

22.39) 

−3.72 (−27.93, 

20.49) 

Abbreviation: CI, confident interval.  

Bold values indicate significance at level of p < 0.05.  
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a
 Adjusted for prepregnancy BMI, pregnancy weight gain, maternal age, parity, maternal education, passive smoking, gestational age, family 

income and infant sex.  

b
 Adjusted for prepregnancy BMI, pregnancy weight gain, maternal age, parity, maternal education, passive smoking, gestational age, family 

income and infant sex × ln- transformed OCP concentrations. 

c
 Adjusted for prepregnancy BMI, pregnancy weight gain, maternal age, parity, maternal education, passive smoking, gestational age and family 

income.  
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Table 5.4 Associations between ln-transformed OCP concentrations in cord serum (ng/g lipid) and birth length (cm) 

OCPs Total (n = 1028)   Boys (n = 539)   Girls (n = 489)  

Crude β 

(95%CI) 

Adjusted β 

(95%CI)
a
 

p for sex 

interaction
b
 

 Crude β 

(95%CI) 

Adjusted β 

(95%CI)
c
 

 Crude β 

(95%CI) 

Adjusted β 

(95%CI)
c
 

α-HCH 0.00 (−0.04, 

0.05) 

0.02 (−0.02, 

0.06) 

0.73  0.02 (−0.04, 

0.08) 

0.02 (−0.03, 

0.08) 

 −0.02 (−0.09, 

0.06) 

0.01 (−0.05, 

0.07) 

β-HCH −0.04 (−0.13, 

0.04) 

−0.03 (−0.10, 

0.05) 

0.57  −0.06 (−0.16, 

0.05) 

−0.04 (−0.13, 

0.06) 

 −0.02 (−0.16, 

0.11) 

−0.02 (−0.14, 

0.10) 

γ-HCH −0.03 (−0.08, 

0.01) 

−0.02 (−0.06, 

0.01) 

0.98  −0.02 (−0.07, 

0.04) 

−0.02 (−0.07, 

0.03) 

 −0.04 (−0.11, 

0.02) 

−0.02 (−0.08, 

0.04) 

∑HCHs −0.06 (−0.15, 

0.03) 

−0.04 (−0.12, 

0.04) 

0.54  −0.08 (−0.20, 

0.03) 

−0.05 (−0.16, 

0.05) 

 −0.03 (−0.18, 

0.11) 

−0.03 (−0.15, 

0.10) 

p,p’-DDD 0.00 (−0.03, 

0.04) 

0.01 (−0.02, 

0.04) 

0.96  0.01 (−0.04, 

0.06) 

0.01 (−0.03, 

0.05) 

 0.00 (−0.06, 

0.05) 

0.01 (−0.03, 

0.06) 

p,p’-DDE −0.05 (−0.12, 

0.02) 

−0.02 (−0.08, 

0.05) 

0.86  −0.06 (−0.15, 

0.03) 

−0.01 (−0.09, 

0.08) 

 −0.04 (−0.15, 

0.08) 

−0.03 (−0.12, 

0.07) 

p,p’-DDT 0.01 (−0.04, 

0.05) 

0.00 (−0.03, 

0.04) 

0.45  0.03 (−0.02, 

0.09) 

0.02 (−0.03, 

0.07) 

 −0.01 (−0.08, 

0.05) 

−0.01 (−0.06, 

0.04) 

∑DDTs −0.04 (−0.12, 

0.03) 

−0.01 (−0.07, 

0.06) 

0.94  −0.05 (−0.15, 

0.04) 

0.00 (−0.09, 

0.08) 

 −0.02 (−0.14, 

0.09) 

−0.02 (−0.11, 

0.08) 

Abbreviation: CI, confident interval.  

Bold values indicate significance at level of p < 0.05.  
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a
 Adjusted for prepregnancy BMI, pregnancy weight gain, maternal age, parity, maternal education, passive smoking, gestational age, family 

income and infant sex.  

b
 Adjusted for prepregnancy BMI, pregnancy weight gain, maternal age, parity, maternal education, passive smoking, gestational age, family 

income and infant sex × ln- transformed OCP concentrations. 

c
 Adjusted for prepregnancy BMI, pregnancy weight gain, maternal age, parity, maternal education, passive smoking, gestational age and family 

income.   
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Table 5.5 Associations between ln-transformed OCP concentrations in cord serum (ng/g lipid) and ponderal index (kg/m
3
) 

OCPs Total (n = 1028)   Boys (n = 539)   Girls (n = 489)  

Crude β 

(95%CI) 

Adjusted β 

(95%CI)
a
 

p for sex 

interaction
b
 

 Crude β 

(95%CI) 

Adjusted β 

(95%CI)
c
 

 Crude β 

(95%CI) 

Adjusted β 

(95%CI)
c
 

α-HCH −0.02 (−0.09, 

0.04) 

−0.02 (−0.08, 

0.04) 

0.83  −0.02 (−0.11, 

0.06) 

−0.02 (−0.10, 

0.06) 

 −0.03 (−0.12, 

0.06) 

−0.01 (−0.09, 

0.08) 

β-HCH −0.05 (−0.17, 

0.06) 

−0.07 (−0.18, 

0.04) 

0.58  −0.15 (−0.30, 

0.01) 
−0.17 (−0.32, 

−0.01) 

 0.06 (−0.11, 

0.23) 

0.04 (−0.13, 

0.20) 

γ-HCH −0.02 (−0.08, 

0.04) 

−0.01 (−0.07, 

0.04) 

0.90  −0.01 (−0.09, 

0.07) 

−0.02 (−0.10, 

0.06) 

 −0.04 (−0.12, 

0.05) 

0.00 (−0.09, 

0.08) 

∑HCHs −0.06 (−0.18, 

0.06) 

−0.08 (−0.20, 

0.04) 

0.06  −0.16 (−0.33, 

0.00) 
−0.18 (−0.35, 

−0.01) 

 0.06 (−0.13, 

0.24) 

0.04 (−0.14, 

0.21) 

p,p’-DDD 0.00 (−0.05, 

0.05) 

0.01 (−0.04, 

0.05) 

0.78  0.00 (−0.07, 

0.06) 

0.00 (−0.07, 

0.06) 

 0.00 (−0.07, 

0.07) 

0.01 (−0.05, 

0.08) 

p,p’-DDE −0.09 (−0.19, 

0.01) 

−0.06 (−0.16, 

0.03) 

0.68  −0.12 (−0.25, 

0.02) 

−0.08 (−0.22, 

0.05) 

 −0.06 (−0.20, 

0.08) 

−0.04 (−0.18, 

0.09) 

p,p’-DDT 0.00 (−0.06, 

0.06) 

−0.01 (−0.06, 

0.04) 

0.96  0.01 (−0.07, 

0.09) 

−0.01 (−0.09, 

0.07) 

 −0.01 (−0.09, 

0.07) 

−0.01 (−0.08, 

0.06) 

∑DDTs −0.08 (−0.18, 

0.02) 

−0.05 (−0.15, 

0.04) 

0.41  −0.13 (−0.27, 

0.02) 

−0.10 (−0.24, 

0.04) 

 −0.03 (−0.17, 

0.12) 

−0.02 (−0.15, 

0.12) 

Abbreviation: CI, confident interval.  

Bold values indicate significance at level of p < 0.05.  
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a
 Adjusted for prepregnancy BMI, pregnancy weight gain, maternal age, parity, maternal education, passive smoking, gestational age, family 

income and infant sex.  

b
 Adjusted for prepregnancy BMI, pregnancy weight gain, maternal age, parity, maternal education, passive smoking, gestational age, family 

income and infant sex × ln- transformed OCP concentrations. 

c
 Adjusted for prepregnancy BMI, pregnancy weight gain, maternal age, parity, maternal education, passive smoking, gestational age and family 

income. 
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5.3.4 Associations between HCHs and gestational age 

The relationships of prenatal exposure to HCHs and gestational age are presented in 

Table 5.6. The HCH levels were analyzed in tertiles and in ln-transformed 

concentrations. In the crude model, no significant relationships of HCH levels and 

gestational age were observed. After adjusted by potential confounders, infants in 

the 3rd tertile of γ-HCH had reduced gestational age [β = −1.265, 95% CI 

(confidence interval): −2.472, −0.058], compared with the 1st tertile. In restricted 

analyses of term birth (n = 995), significant dose-response relationships were in α-

HCH and γ-HCH. Infants in the 3rd tertile of α-HCH and γ-HCH would have 

shorter gestational age, and adjustment for potential confounders would not 

attenuate the associations.  

As shown in Table 5.7 and Table 5.8, the analyses were conducted stratified by 

categories of maternal age (< 25, 25-29, 30-34, and ≥ 35) and categories of 

gestational weight gain (inadequate, adequate and excessive). Elevated levels of α-

HCH were positively associated with gestational age (β = 0.632, 95% CI: 0.078, 

1.187) when maternal age were under 25 years, while negatively associated with 

gestational age (β = −1.008, 95% CI: −1.960, −0.056, p = 0.038) when maternal age 

were larger than 35 years. It showed similar results in the adjusted model. As shown 

in Table 5.8, significant relationships of increased γ-HCH and reduced gestational 

age were observed among women who had excessive gestational weight gain (β = 

−0.316, 95% CI: −0.597, −0.035). For women with inadequate or adequate 

gestational weight gain, no statistically significant relationships were observed. In 

stratified analyses of maternal age and gestational weight gain, the cord serum β-

HCH levels were not associated with gestational age (Table 5.9 and Table 5.10).  
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Table 5.6 The associations between HCH concentrations (ng/g lipid) and gestational age (days) 

HCHs
a
 

Total (n = 1028)  Term birth (n = 995) 

Unadjusted β 

(95% CI) 
p 

Adjusted β
b
 

(95% CI) 
p  

Unadjusted β 

(95% CI) 
p 

Adjusted β
b
 

(95% CI) 
p 

α-HCH          

T1 reference   reference   reference  reference  

T2 0.214 (−1.015, 1.444) 0.733 0.241 (−0.968, 1.450) 0.696  −0.177 (−1.178, 0.823) 0.728 −0.174 (−1.148, 0.800) 0.726 

T3 −0.634 (−1.864, 0.596) 0.312 −0.673 (−1.885, 0.539) 0.277  −1.017 (−2.017, −0.018) 0.046 −0.996 (−1.971, −0.021) 0.045 

p for trend 0.210  0.178   0.210  0.033  

Ln −0.076 (−0.318, 0.166) 0.538 −0.075 (−0.314, 0.165) 0.541  −0.172 (−0.369, 0.025) 0.086 −0.164 (−0.357, 0.028) 0.094 

β-HCH          

T1 reference   reference   reference  reference  

T2 0.211 (−1.018, 1.441) 0.736 0.374 (−0.847, 1.595) 0.548  −0.114 (−1.114, 0.887) 0.824 0.017 (−0.966, 1.000) 0.973 

T3 −0.605 (−1.835, 0.625) 0.335 −0.493 (−1.746, 0.760) 0.441  −0.908 (−1.908, 0.092) 0.075 −0.796 (−1.802, 0.210) 0.121 

p for trend 0.235  0.281   0.235  0.076  

Ln −0.140 (−0.584, 0.305) 0.538 −0.110 (−0.562, 0.342) 0.633  −0.187 (−0.547, 0.174) 0.310 −0.145 (−0.507, 0.217) 0.432 

γ-HCH          

T1 reference   reference   reference  reference  

T2 −0.440 (−1.669, 0.790) 0.483 −0.528 (−1.733, 0.678) 0.391  −0.460 (−1.459, 0.539) 0.367 −0.576 (−1.545, 0.393) 0.244 

T3 −0.970 (-2.200, 0.259) 0.122 −1.265 (−2.472, −0.058) 0.040  −1.068 (−2.067, −0.070) 0.036 −1.362 (−2.332, −0.391) 0.006 

p for trend 0.122  0.039   0.122  0.006  

Ln −0.014 (−0.247, 0.219) 0.907 −0.063 (−0.291, 0.166) 0.591  −0.110 (-0.300, 0.081) 0.259 −0.160 (-0.345, 0.025) 0.089 

Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval. 

Bold indicated p < 0.05.  
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a
 HCH levels (ng/g lipid): α-HCH, Tertile 1 (T1) (< 0.171), T2 (0.171-0.718), T3 (≥ 0.718); β-HCH, T1 (< 5.739), T2 (5.739-12.61), T3 (≥ 

12.61); and γ-HCH, T1 (< 0.326), T2 (0.326-1.125), T3 (≥ 1.125).  

b
 Adjusted by parity, infant’s sex, maternal age, prepregnancy body mass index, seasons of birth, maternal education, pregnancy weight gain and 

passive smoking during pregnancy.  
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Table 5.7 The associations between α-HCH and γ-HCH concentrations (ng/g lipid) and gestational age (days) stratified by maternal age 

Maternal age 

α-HCH
a
  γ-HCH

a
 

Unadjusted β 

(95% CI) 
p 

Adjusted β
b
 

(95% CI) 
p  

Unadjusted β 

(95% CI) 
p 

Adjusted β
b
 

(95% CI) 
p 

< 25          

T1 reference   reference   reference  reference  

T2 2.199 (−0.686, 5.084) 0.135 1.768 (−1.389, 4.926) 0.246  0.724 (−2.436, 3.883) 0.654 0.534 (−2.733, 3.800) 0.794 

T3 1.875 (−1.371, 5.120) 0.258 1.919 (−1.321, 5.160) 0.272  −0.128 (−3.113, 2.857) 0.933 −0.407 (−3.458, 2.644) 0.794 

p for trend 0.323  0.249   0.905  0.766  

Ln 0.632 (0.078, 1.187) 0.025 0.610 (0.061, 1.158) 0.029  0.112 (−0.393, 0.617) 0.664 0.076 (−0.440, 0.592) 0.773 

25-29          

T1 reference   reference   reference  reference  

T2 −0.408 (−2.008, 1.192) 0.617 −0.341 (−1.927, 1.245) 0.673  −0.932 (−2.518, 0.654) 0.249 −0.982 (−2.556, 0.592) 0.222 

T3 −1.407 (−2.988, 0.174) 0.081 −1.442 (−3.021, 0.137) 0.073  −0.943 (−2.549, 0.664) 0.250 −1.184 (−2.779, 0.412) 0.146 

p for trend 0.070  0.059   0.299  0.176  

Ln −0.294 (−0.606, 0.019) 0.065 −0.291 (−0.603, 0.021) 0.068  −0.058 (−0.372, 0.256) 0.718 −0.099 (−0.410, 0.212) 0.532 

30-34          

T1 reference   reference   reference  reference  

T2 1.037 (−1.598, 3.672) 0.441 1.000 (−1.579, 3.579) 0.447  −0.960 (−3.616, 1.696) 0.479 −0.523 (−3.055, 2.008) 0.685 

T3 1.323 (−1.373, 4.018) 0.336 0.660 (−1.925, 3.246) 0.617  −2.239 (−4.867, 0.390) 0.095 −1.981 (−4.489, 0.526) 0.121 

p for trend 0.406  0.743   0.095  0.116  

Ln 0.414 (−0.121, 0.949) 0.129 0.352 (−0.162, 0.866) 0.180  -0.088 (-0.594, 0.417) 0.732 -0.063 (-0.544, 0.417) 0.796 

≥ 35          

T1 reference   reference   reference  reference  

T2 −1.076 (−5.785, 3.633) 0.654 -2.904 (-8.098, 2.290) 0.273  4.119 (−0.422, 8.660) 0.075 3.487 (−1.009, 7.984) 0.128 

T3 −3.597 (−7.901, 0.707) 0.101 −5.183 (−9.823, −0.544) 0.029  0.523 (−3.742, 4.788) 0.810 −1.769 (−6.658, 3.120) 0.478 

p for trend 0.092  0.037   0.852  0.539  
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Ln −1.008 (−1.960, −0.056) 0.038 −1.365 (−2.414, −0.317) 0.011  0.136 (−0.619, 0.892) 0.723 −0.212 (−1.067, 0.644) 0.628 

Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval. 

Bold indicated p < 0.05.  

a
 HCH levels (ng/g lipid): α-HCH, Tertile 1 (T1) (< 0.171), T2 (0.171-0.718), T3 (≥ 0.718); and γ-HCH, T1 (< 0.326), T2 (0.326-1.125), T3 (≥ 

1.125). 

b
 Adjusted by parity, infant’s sex, prepregnancy body mass index, seasons of birth, maternal education, pregnancy weight gain and passive 

smoking during pregnancy.  
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Table 5.8 The associations between α-HCH and γ-HCH concentrations (ng/g lipid) and gestational age (days) stratified by pregnancy weight gain 

Pregnancy 

weight gain 

α-HCH
a
     γ-HCH

a
    

Unadjusted β 

(95% CI) 
p 

Adjusted β
b
 

(95% CI) 
p  

Unadjusted β 

(95% CI) 
p 

Adjusted β
b
 

(95% CI) 
p 

Inadequate           

T1 reference   reference   reference  reference  

T2 1.856 (−2.514, 6.226) 0.405 1.791 (−2.573, 6.155) 0.421  −0.006 (−4.495, 4.484) 0.998 0.206 (−4.402, 4.814) 0.930 

T3 −1.254 (−5.770, 3.262) 0.586 −1.303 (−5.988, 3.382) 0.586  −0.950 (−5.486, 3.586) 0.681 −0.976 (−5.846, 3.895) 0.695 

p for trend 0.350  0.370   0.652  0.663  

Ln 0.141 (−0.824, 1.107) 0.774 0.089 (−0.887, 1.065) 0.858  0.142 (−0.739, 1.023) 0.753 0.167 (−0.754, 1.097) 0.725 

Adequate           

T1 reference   reference   reference  reference  

T2 0.608 (−1.443, 2.659) 0.561 0.621 (−1.395, 2.636) 0.546  −0.131 (−2.181, 1.920) 0.901 −0.264 (−2.302, 1.774) 0.800 

T3 0.278 (−1.758, 2.313) 0.789 0.482 (−1.544, 2.508) 0.641  0.519 (−1.516, 2.555) 0.617 0.580 (−1.411, 2.571) 0.568 

p for trend 0.919  0.746   0.581  0.515  

Ln −0.017 (−0.416, 0.381) 0.932 0.056 (−0.340, 0.453) 0.780  0.286 (−0.100, 0.672) 0.146 0.274 (−0.104, 0.652) 0.156 

Excessive           

T1 reference   reference   reference  reference  

T2 −0.396 (−1.959, 1.167) 0.619 −0.423 (−1.933, 1.088) 0.583  −0.643 (−2.192, 0.906) 0.416 −0.728 (−2.215, 0.759) 0.337 

T3 −1.152 (−2.710, 0.406) 0.147 −1.321 (−2.827, 0.186) 0.086  −2.029 (−3.582, −0.475) 0.011 −2.448 (−3.945, −0.952) 0.001 

p for trend 0.144  0.081   0.009  0.001  

Ln −0.140 (−0.444, 0.164) 0.368 −0.200 (−0.495, 0.096) 0.185  −0.253 (−0.545, 0.039) 0.090 −0.316 (−0.597, −0.035) 0.027 

Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval. 

Bold indicated p < 0.05.  
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a
 HCH levels (ng/g lipid): α-HCH, Tertile 1 (T1) (< 0.171), T2 (0.171-0.718), T3 (≥ 0.718); and γ-HCH, T1 (< 0.326), T2 (0.326-1.125), T3 (≥ 

1.125). 

b
 Adjusted by parity, infant’s sex, prepregnancy body mass index, maternal age, seasons of birth, maternal education and passive smoking during 

pregnancy. 
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Table 5.9 The associations between β-HCH concentrations (ng/g lipid) and 

gestational age stratified by maternal age 

Maternal age 

β-HCH
a
 

Unadjusted β 

(95% CI) 
p 

Adjusted β
b
 

(95% CI) 
p 

< 25     

T1 reference   reference  

T2 0.300 (−2.574, 3.174) 0.838 −0.118 (−3.005, 2.769) 0.936 

T3 2.204 (−1.079, 5.487) 0.188 1.831 (−1.511, 5.173) 0.283 

p for trend 0.176  0.265  

Ln 0.697 (−0.408, 1.801) 0.216 0.576 (−0.557, 1.708) 0.319 

25-29     

T1 reference   reference  

T2 1.067 (−0.483, 2.618) 0.177 1.120 (−0.426, 2.666) 0.156 

T3 −0.323 (−1.895, 1.250) 0.688 −0.259 (−1.852, 1.334) 0.750 

p for trend 0.424  0.450  

Ln −0.241 (−0.848, 0.366) 0.436 −0.204 (−0.820, 0.411) 0.515 

30-34     

T1 reference   reference  

T2 −0.959 (−3.784, 1.866) 0.506 −1.263 (−3.972, 1.447) 0.361 

T3 −0.805 (−3.543, 1.932) 0.564 −2.049 (−4.747, 0.649) 0.137 

p for trend 0.703  0.175  

Ln 0.262 (−0.604, 1.128) 0.553 −0.165 (−1.017, 0.686) 0.704 

≥ 35     

T1 reference   reference  

T2 −3.433 (−10.15, 3.279) 0.316 −5.586 (−13.66, 2.487) 0.175 

T3 −2.636 (−9.082, 3.811) 0.423 −4.568 (−12.57, 3.439) 0.264 

p for trend 0.884  0.898  

Ln −0.463 (-2.407, 1.480) 0.640 −0.582 (−2.754, 1.591) 0.600 

 

Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval. 

a
 β-HCH levels (ng/g lipid): Tertile 1 (T1) (< 5.739), T2 (5.739-12.61), T3 (≥ 

12.61).  

b
 Adjusted by parity, infant’s sex, prepregnancy body mass index, seasons of birth, 

maternal education, pregnancy weight gain and passive smoking during pregnancy. 
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Table 5.10 The associations between β-HCH concentrations (ng/g lipid) and 

gestational age stratified by pregnancy weight gain 

Pregnancy 

weight gain 

β –HCH
a
    

Unadjusted β 

(95% CI) 
p 

Adjusted β
b
 

(95% CI) 
p 

Inadequate      

T1 reference   reference  

T2 −2.223 (−6.595, 2.150) 0.319 −1.845 (−6.287, 2.597) 0.416 

T3 −0.598 (−4.970, 3.775) 0.789 −0.950 (−5.567, 3.667) 0.687 

p for trend 0.987  0.815  

Ln −0.223 (−1.643, 1.197) 0.758 −0.458 (−1.942, 1.026) 0.545 

Adequate      

T1 reference   reference  

T2 −0.059 (−2.102, 1.983) 0.955 0.300 (−1.769, 2.368) 0.776 

T3 −1.798 (−3.841, 0.244) 0.084 −1.371 (−3.477, 0.734) 0.202 

p for trend 0.053  0.110  

Ln −0.234 (−0.934, 0.465) 0.512 −0.078 (−0.793, 0.637) 0.830 

Excessive      

T1 reference   reference  

T2 0.941 (−0.622, 2.505) 0.238 1.015 (−0.509, 2.539) 0.192 

T3 0.278 (−1.285, 1.842) 0.727 0.447 (−1.114, 2.009) 0.575 

p for trend 0.981  0.833  

Ln −0.036 (−0.651, 0.579) 0.909 −0.033 (−0.581, 0.646) 0.917 

Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval. 

a
 β-HCH levels (ng/g lipid): Tertile 1 (T1) (< 5.739), T2 (5.739-12.61), T3 (≥ 

12.61).  

b
 Adjusted by parity, infant’s sex, prepregnancy body mass index, maternal age, 

seasons of birth, maternal education and passive smoking during pregnancy.  
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5.3.5 Associations between OCPs and postnatal growth 

Table 5.11 supplies the anthropometric measurements of the infants (n = 1024) from 

birth to 2 years old. The newborns were consecutively followed up at ages of 6 

months (885, 0.40-0.62 year), 1 year (910, 0.86-1.23 years), and 2 years old time 

points (817, 1.80-2.39 years). The newborns that had breast milk feeding for over 6 

months after born was 62.6%. 

Associations between the OCP exposure and the postnatal growth were examined 

for all the infants (Table 5.12 and Table 5.13). In the adjusted model, β-HCH was 

positively associated with infants BMI z-score at 1year old [β = 0.07, 95% CI 

(confidence interval): 0.01, 0.12] and 2 years old (β = 0.08, 95% CI: 0.02, 0.14). 

Besides, there was positive associations between γ-HCH and BMI z-score at 0.5 

year old (β = 0.03, 95% CI: 0.00, 0.06), and between p,p’-DDT and BMI z-score at 

1 year old (β = 0.03, 95% CI: 0.00, 0.06). However, in sex-stratified analyses, 

associations were not significant in male infants (Table 5.14), whereas associations 

became more prominent in female infants (Table 5.15). 
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Table 5.11 Anthropometric measurements of the infants (n = 1024)
a
 

Characteristics n (%) Mean ± SD 

Infant sex 
  

Male 537 (52.4 %) 
 

Female 487 (47.6 %) 
 

Weight (kg) 
  

At birth (n = 1024)  3.3 ± 0.4 

0.5 year(n = 885) 
 

8.5 ± 1.0 

1 year(n = 921) 
 

10.2 ± 1.1 

2 years(n = 823) 
 

12.8 ± 1.3 

Length (cm) 
  

At birth (n = 1024) 
 

50.3 ± 1.6 

0.5 year(n = 885) 
 

68.4 ± 2.4 

1 year(n = 911) 
 

76.6 ± 2.6 

2 years(n = 819) 
 

88.7 ± 3.2 

BMI (kg/m
2
) 

  
At birth (n = 1024) 

 
13.2 ± 1.2 

0.5 year (n = 885) 
 

18.1 ± 1.6 

1 year (n = 910) 
 

17.4 ± 1.4 

2 years (n = 817) 
 

16.3 ± 1.3 

Breastfeeding duration 
  

< 6 Months 319 (31.2 %) 31.15  

6-12 Months 394 (38.5 %) 38.48  

≥ 12 Months 247 (24.1 %) 24.12  

Missing 64 (6.2 %) 6.25 

Abbreviation: BMI, body mass index. 

a
 The data were provided by the collaborator (see Section 5.2.1). 
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Table 5.12 Unadjusted regression coefficients [β (95% CI)] for associations of 

concentrations of OCPs (ng/g lipid) with postnatal growth in total infants (n = 1024) 

OCPs 
  

Weight z-score Height z-score BMI z-score 

β (95% CI) β (95% CI) β (95% CI) 

α-HCH At birth −0.03 (−0.03,0.03) 0.01 (−0.02,0.03) −0.01 (−0.03,0.02) 

6 months −0.01 (−0.01,0.05) 0.02 (−0.02,0.05) 0.02 (−0.01,0.05) 

1 year −0.02 (−0.02,0.03) 0.03 (0.00,0.06) −0.02 (−0.05,0.01) 

2 years −0.02 (−0.02,0.03) −0.01 (−0.04,0.03) 0.01 (−0.02,0.05) 

β-HCH At birth −0.02 (−0.07,0.02) −0.02 (−0.06,0.03) −0.02 (−0.08,0.03) 

6 months 0.00 (−0.06,0.06) −0.03 (−0.09,0.03) 0.02 (−0.04,0.09) 

1 year 0.03 (−0.02,0.08) −0.01 (−0.07,0.05) 0.05 (0.00,0.11) 

2 years 0.03 (−0.02,0.09) −0.03 (−0.09,0.03) 0.08 (0.02,0.13) 

γ-HCH At birth −0.02 (−0.04,0.01) −0.01 (−0.04,0.01) −0.02 (−0.04,0.01) 

6 months 0.03 (0.00,0.06) 0.01 (−0.02,0.04) 0.04 (0.01,0.07) 

1 year 0.01 (−0.01,0.04) 0.03 (−0.01,0.06) 0.00 (−0.03,0.03) 

2 years 0.00 (−0.03,0.03) 0.02 (−0.02,0.05) −0.01 (−0.04,0.02) 

p,p′-DDD At birth 0.00 (−0.02,0.02) 0.00 (−0.01,0.02) 0.00 (−0.02,0.02) 

6 months 0.02 (0.00,0.04) 0.02 (−0.01,0.04) 0.02 (−0.01,0.04) 

1 year 0.01 (−0.01,0.03) 0.01 (−0.01,0.04) 0.00 (−0.02,0.02) 

2 years 0.01 (−0.01,0.03) 0.02 (−0.01,0.05) 0.00 (−0.02,0.03) 

p,p′-DDE At birth −0.04 (−0.08,0.00) −0.02 (−0.06,0.02) −0.04 (−0.09,0.00) 

6 months −0.06 (−0.11,−0.01) −0.01 (−0.06,0.04) −0.07 (−0.12,−0.02) 

1 year 0.01 (−0.04,0.05) 0.01 (−0.05,0.06) 0.01 (−0.04,0.06) 

2 years 0.00 (−0.05,0.05) −0.03 (−0.08,0.03) 0.02 (−0.03,0.08) 

p,p′-DDT At birth 0.01 (−0.02,0.03) 0.01 (−0.01,0.03) 0.00 (−0.02,0.03) 

6 months 0.01 (−0.01,0.04) −0.01 (−0.04,0.02) 0.02 (−0.01,0.05) 

1 year 0.02 (0.00,0.05) 0.00 (−0.03,0.03) 0.03 (0.00,0.06) 

2 years 0.01 (−0.02,0.04) 0.00 (−0.03,0.03) 0.02 (−0.01,0.05) 

Abbreviation: BMI, body mass index; CI, confidential interval.  

Bold indicated p < 0.05.  
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Table 5.13 Adjusted regression coefficients [β (95% CI)] for associations of 

concentrations of OCPs (ng/g lipid) with postnatal growth in total infants (n = 1024) 

OCPs 
 

Weight z-score Height z-score BMI z-score 

β (95% CI)
a
 β (95% CI)

a
 β (95% CI)

a
 

α-HCH At birth 0.00 (−0.03,0.02) 0.01 (−0.02,0.03) −0.01 (−0.03,0.02) 

6 months 0.02 (−0.01,0.05) 0.01 (−0.02,0.05) 0.02 (−0.01,0.05) 

1 year 0.00 (−0.02,0.03) 0.03 (0.00,0.06) −0.01 (−0.04,0.02) 

2 years 0.00 (−0.03,0.03) −0.01 (−0.04,0.02) 0.01 (−0.02,0.05) 

β-HCH At birth −0.04 (−0.09,0.01) −0.03 (−0.07,0.02) −0.04 (−0.09,0.01) 

6 months 0.00 (−0.06,0.05) −0.04 (−0.11,0.02) 0.03 (−0.04,0.09) 

1 year 0.03 (−0.02,0.08) −0.02 (−0.08,0.04) 0.07 (0.01,0.12) 

2 years 0.03 (−0.03,0.08) −0.04 (−0.10,0.02) 0.08 (0.02,0.14) 

γ-HCH At birth −0.02 (−0.04,0.01) −0.02 (−0.04,0.01) −0.01 (−0.04,0.01) 

6 months 0.03 (0.00,0.06) 0.00 (−0.03,0.03) 0.03 (0.00,0.06) 

1 year 0.01 (−0.02,0.03) 0.02 (−0.01,0.05) 0.00 (−0.03,0.03) 

2 years −0.01 (−0.04,0.02) 0.00 (−0.03,0.03) −0.01(−0.04,0.02) 

p,p′-DDD At birth 0.00 (−0.02,0.02) 0.00 (−0.02,0.02) 0.00 (−0.02,0.02) 

6 months 0.02 (0.00,0.04) 0.02 (−0.01,0.04) 0.01 (−0.01,0.04) 

1 year 0.00 (−0.02,0.03) 0.01 (−0.02,0.03) 0.00 (−0.03,0.02) 

2 years 0.01 (−0.01,0.03) 0.02 (−0.01,0.04) 0.00 (−0.02,0.02) 

p,p′-DDE At birth −0.03 (−0.07,0.01) −0.02 (−0.06,0.02) −0.04 (−0.08,0.01) 

6 months −0.05 (−0.10,0.00) −0.01 (−0.06,0.04) −0.05 (−0.11,0.00) 

1 year 0.01 (−0.03,0.06) 0.00 (−0.05,0.05) 0.02 (−0.03,0.07) 

2 years 0.01 (−0.04,0.05) −0.03 (−0.08,0.02) 0.03 (−0.02,0.09) 

p,p′-DDT At birth 0.00 (−0.02,0.02) 0.01 (−0.02,0.03) 0.00 (−0.03,0.02) 

6 months 0.01 (−0.02,0.03) −0.01 (−0.04,0.02) 0.02 (−0.01,0.05) 

1 year 0.02 (−0.01,0.04) 0.00 (−0.03,0.02) 0.03 (0.00,0.06) 

2 years 0.00 (−0.02,0.03) −0.01 (−0.04,0.02) 0.01 (−0.02,0.04) 

Abbreviation: BMI, body mass index; CI, confidential interval.  

Bold indicated p < 0.05.  

a
 Adjusted for infant gender, maternal age, household income, prepregnancy BMI, 

prepregnancy weight, pregnancy weight gain, maternal height, parity, duration of 

breastfeeding. 
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Table 5.14 Adjusted regression coefficients [β (95% CI)] for associations of 

concentrations of OCPs (ng/g lipid) with postnatal growth in boys (n = 537) 

OCPs  
Weight z-score Height z-score BMI z-score 

β (95% CI)
a
 β (95% CI)

a
 β (95% CI)

a
 

α-HCH At birth 0.01 (−0.02,0.04) 0.02 (−0.01,0.05) 0.01 (−0.03,0.04) 

6 months 0.03 (−0.02,0.07) 0.02 (−0.02,0.06) 0.02 (−0.03,0.07) 

1 year −0.01 (−0.05,0.03) 0.02 (−0.03,0.06) −0.03 (−0.08,0.01) 

2 years −0.02 (−0.06,0.02) −0.04 (−0.09,0.01) 0.01 (−0.04,0.05) 

β-HCH At birth −0.06 (−0.12,0.00) −0.02 (−0.08,0.04) −0.07 (−0.14,0.00) 

6 months −0.01 (−0.10,0.07) −0.03 (−0.11,0.05) 0.01 (−0.09,0.10) 

1 year 0.03 (−0.05,0.11) 0.01 (−0.08,0.09) 0.04 (−0.04,0.13) 

2 years 0.02 (−0.06,0.09) −0.03 (−0.12,0.05) 0.06 (−0.03,0.14) 

γ-HCH At birth −0.01 (−0.04,0.02) −0.01 (−0.04,0.02) 0.00 (−0.04,0.03) 

6 months 0.04 (0.00,0.08) 0.01 (−0.03,0.05) 0.04 (0.00,0.09) 

1 year 0.00 (−0.04,0.04) 0.01 (−0.04,0.05) 0.00 (−0.04,0.04) 

2 years −0.02 (−0.06,0.02) 0.01 (−0.04,0.05) −0.04 (−0.08,0.01) 

p,p′-DDD At birth 0.00 (−0.02,0.03) 0.00 (−0.02,0.03) 0.00 (−0.03,0.03) 

6 months 0.02 (−0.02,0.05) 0.01 (−0.03,0.04) 0.01 (−0.02,0.05) 

1 year 0.00 (−0.03,0.03) 0.01 (−0.02,0.05) −0.01 (−0.05,0.02) 

2 years 0.01 (−0.02,0.04) 0.01 (−0.02,0.05) 0.01 (−0.03,0.04) 

p,p′-DDE At birth −0.04 (−0.10,0.01) −0.02 (−0.07,0.04) −0.06 (−0.12,0.00) 

6 months −0.07 (−0.15,0.00) −0.05 (−0.12,0.03) −0.06 (−0.14,0.02) 

1 year −0.01 (−0.08,0.06) −0.01 (−0.08,0.07) −0.01 (−0.08,0.07) 

2 years −0.02 (−0.09,0.05) −0.06 (−0.14,0.02) 0.02 (−0.05,0.10) 

p,p′-DDT At birth 0.01 (−0.02,0.04) 0.02 (−0.01,0.05) 0.00 (−0.03,0.04) 

6 months 0.00 (−0.05,0.04) −0.03 (−0.07,0.02) 0.01 (−0.03,0.06) 

1 year 0.00 (−0.04,0.04) −0.01 (−0.05,0.03) 0.01 (−0.03,0.05) 

2 years −0.01 (−0.05,0.02) −0.02 (−0.07,0.02) 0.00 (−0.04,0.04) 

Abbreviation: BMI, body mass index; CI, confidential interval.  

Bold indicated p < 0.05.  

a
 Adjusted for maternal age, household income, prepregnancy BMI, prepregnancy 

weight, pregnancy weight gain, maternal height, parity, duration of breastfeeding. 
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Table 5.15 Adjusted regression coefficients [β (95% CI)] for associations of 

concentrations of OCPs (ng/g lipid) with postnatal growth in girls (n = 487) 

OCPs  
Weight z-score Height z-score BMI z-score 

β (95% CI)
a
 β (95% CI)

a
 β (95% CI)

a
 

α-HCH At birth −0.01 (−0.05,0.03) 0.00 (−0.04,0.04) −0.02 (−0.06,0.02) 

6 months 0.02 (−0.02,0.06) 0.01 (−0.04,0.06) 0.02 (−0.02,0.06) 

1 year 0.03 (−0.01,0.06) 0.05 (0.00,0.09) 0.01 (−0.03,0.05) 

2 years 0.03 (−0.01,0.06) 0.02 (−0.03,0.06) 0.02 (−0.02,0.07) 

β-HCH At birth −0.02 (−0.10,0.05) −0.03 (−0.10,0.04) −0.01 (−0.09,0.06) 

6 months 0.01 (−0.07,0.09) −0.06 (−0.15,0.04) 0.05 (−0.03,0.14) 

1 year 0.04 (−0.03,0.10) −0.04 (−0.12,0.04) 0.10 (0.03,0.18) 

2 years 0.04 (−0.03,0.11) −0.05 (−0.12,0.03) 0.10 (0.02,0.18) 

γ-HCH At birth −0.02 (−0.06,0.01) −0.02 (−0.05,0.02) −0.02 (−0.06,0.02) 

6 months 0.01 (−0.03,0.05) −0.01 (−0.06,0.04) 0.02 (−0.02,0.06) 

1 year 0.01 (−0.02,0.05) 0.03 (−0.01,0.07) 0.00 (−0.04,0.04) 

2 years 0.00 (−0.03,0.04) 0.00 (−0.04,0.04) 0.01 (−0.04,0.05) 

p,p′-DDD At birth 0.00 (−0.03,0.03) 0.00 (−0.02,0.03) 0.00 (−0.03,0.03) 

6 months 0.02 (−0.01,0.05) 0.02 (−0.01,0.06) 0.01 (−0.02,0.04) 

1 year 0.01 (−0.01,0.04) 0.00 (−0.03,0.04) 0.01 (−0.02,0.04) 

2 years 0.01 (−0.02,0.03) 0.02 (−0.01,0.05) −0.01 (−0.04,0.02) 

p,p′-DDE At birth −0.02 (−0.08,0.04) −0.02 (−0.08,0.04) −0.02 (−0.08,0.04) 

6 months −0.03 (−0.09,0.03) 0.01 (−0.06,0.09) −0.05 (−0.11,0.02) 

1 year 0.04 (−0.01,0.10) 0.01 (−0.06,0.07) 0.05 (−0.01,0.11) 

2 years 0.03 (−0.03,0.09) 0.00 (−0.07,0.07) 0.04 (−0.03,0.11) 

p,p′-DDT At birth −0.01 (−0.04,0.02) −0.01 (−0.04,0.02) −0.01 (−0.04,0.02) 

6 months 0.02 (−0.01,0.05) 0.01 (−0.03,0.05) 0.02 (−0.01,0.06) 

1 year 0.04 (0.01,0.07) 0.00 (−0.03,0.04) 0.05 (0.01,0.08) 

2 years 0.02 (−0.01,0.05) 0.01 (−0.03,0.04) 0.02 (−0.03, 0.06) 

Abbreviation: BMI, body mass index; CI, confidential interval.  

Bold indicated p < 0.05.  

a
 Adjusted for maternal age, household income, prepregnancy BMI, prepregnancy 

weight, pregnancy weight gain, maternal height, parity, duration of breastfeeding. 
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5.4 Discussion 

The in-utero exposure to EDCs such as OCPs is one potential risk factor that may 

result in the retardation of the fetuses’ development. In this study, associations 

between prenatal exposure to OCPs and infant outcomes as well as postnatal growth 

were assessed under a birth cohort study in Wuhan, China. The concentrations of 

OCPs in cord serum have been shown in the previous chapter (Table 4.3) and were 

generally comparable or lower than those in other countries (Table 4.6).  

Based on the results, there were negative associations between the β-HCH levels 

and birth weight in boys, while the association was not statistically significant for 

girls. A prior study also indicated a decreased trend in birth weight when exposed to 

OCPs [230]. A cross-sectional study conducted in Western Australia observed a 

negative association of β-HCH levels and birth weight of all infants. Stratified by 

the newborn sex, the linear regression only showed the negative association in boys, 

while the birth weight of girls was not statistically related to the β-HCH exposure 

[230]. However, there were other studies which found controversial association  

[204] or no relationships [179, 203] between the infant birth weight and the β-HCH 

level. The study from India [204] reported that prenatal exposure to β-HCH was 

associated with the increased birth weight. The findings from the birth cohort 

studies in California, US [179] as well as in Spain [231] showed that the elevated β-

HCH in maternal or cord serum would increase (but not significantly) the infant 

birth weight. Nonetheless, negative but not significant associations between β-HCH 

concentrations and the infant birth weight were observed in maternal or cord serum 

collected from China [203] and Spain [209]. The discrepancy of the results may 

result from the difference in β-HCH levels. The β-HCH concentrations measured in 
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maternal or cord serum of the aforementioned studies [179, 203, 231] were 

approximately 2-9 times higher than that in our study.   

In addition, the present study showed that the other two HCH isomers (α-HCH and 

γ-HCH) might be related with the decreased birth weight. However, the associations 

observed were not significant (p > 0.05), both in the sex-stratified analysis and the 

adjusted model for potential confounders. The findings were supported by previous 

studies [172, 179, 204]. Notably, the effects of α-HCH and γ-HCH isomers on birth 

outcomes require further investigation because previous epidemiology studies 

concerning α-HCH and γ-HCH were scarce.  

The in-utero exposure to p,p’-DDE related to fetal outcomes including birth weight 

has been reported [179, 209]. In our study, the effects of p,p’-DDT and its two 

metabolites (p,p’-DDD and p,p’-DDE) on infant birth weight were evaluated. In 

multiple linear regressions, there were no associations between the exposure of p,p’-

DDT as well as metabolites and birth weight. Similar trends were shown in sex-

stratified analysis where birth weight in girls and boys had no relationship with the 

exposure of p,p’-DDT and metabolites. The results were in line with the findings of 

two cohort studies conducted in the US [172, 179] that prenatal exposures of p,p’-

DDT and p,p’-DDE were not associated with birth weight. Different from our study 

that the exposure was estimated in cord serum, the retrospective study in Michigan 

and Texas [232] measured the preconception maternal and paternal exposure to 

p,p’-DDT and p,p’-DDE. Combining results from the US and our cohort studies, it 

was suggested that birth weight were at a low risk of preconception and prenatal 

exposure to p,p’-DDT and p,p’-DDE. Notably, the longitudinal study in the Salinas 

Valley [179] reported that birth weight was negatively and significantly associated 

with p,p’-DDE in the crude model, but not significantly when adjusted for other 
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covariates, which was consistent with our results. Similarly, an extension study 

concerning 14 populations from 11 European birth cohorts found no association 

between prenatal exposure to p,p’-DDE and the infant birth weight [233]. However, 

other studies reported controversial associations [209, 234]. The birth cohort studies 

conducted in Spain [209] and in Europe [234] suggested that birth weight showed a 

significant inverse association with p,p’-DDE. Difference in levels of p,p’-DDE, 

races of the populations and the adjusted confounders may contribute to the 

heterogeneity of the results. 

Ponderal index is an estimate of weight for length, regarded as an implication of 

symmetrical growth retardation [235]. The relationship between the OCP exposure 

and ponderal index was investigated in this study. For all the infants, prenatal 

exposure to HCH isomers and DDT as well as its metabolites seems to have no 

significant association with asymmetrical growth retardation during pregnancy (p > 

0.05). A previous case-control study [204] suggested that concentrations of the β-

HCH isomer in the cord and maternal serum was negatively associated with 

ponderal index. However, only β-HCH isomer was found negatively associated with 

ponderal index of male newborns after the adjustment of confounders (β = −0.18, p 

< 0.05) in the present study. The difference in the sampling size (n = 60 vs. n = 

1028) may explain the inconsistency in results.  

We observed no significant associations between the OCP concentrations in cord 

serum and birth length, which were in accordance with some previous studies [179, 

209]. The Valencia cohort [209] enrolling 494 mother-infant pairs found no 

associations of concentrations of β-HCH, p,p’-DDT as well as p,p’-DDT and birth 

length. The birth cohort study in the Salinas Valley [179] also reported that maternal 

HCH levels (β-HCH and γ-HCH) were not significantly related with birth length. 
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However, other studies [172, 204] observed that elevated HCH levels were 

associated with the reduced birth length. The disparities might be attributed to the 

exposure levels and some other confounders which were not considered.  

Given the data from the sex-stratified analysis, the effects of the OCP exposure on 

birth size were different between male and female infants. For the female infants, 

associations of the OCP exposure and birth size including birth weight, birth length 

and ponderal index were all insignificant (p > 0.05). However, it was obvious that β-

HCH and p,p’-DDE levels were associated with birth weight or ponderal index. Up 

to now, epidemiology studies focusing on the sex-specific influence on associations 

of the OCP exposure and birth size were limited. Studies carried out in the US [172] 

and Australia [230] estimated the newborn sex influence on the relationship of the 

OCP exposure and ponderal index. The Australia cross sectional study [230] 

suggested that maternal β-HCH and p,p’-DDE levels were associated with the 

reduced birth weight or ponderal index. However, similar associations were not 

observed in girls, which was consistent to findings of our study. Although the sex-

specific influence has not been explained by laboratory studies, these findings 

demonstrated that the effect of the prenatal exposure on fetal growth could be 

influenced by sex difference. However, the US birth cohort [172] found no sex-

specific effects on the prenatal exposure. The controversial findings should be 

further investigated and the sex-specific differences in prenatal exposure to OCPs 

should be replicated in other populations. Although no clear and consistent 

associations were shown between OCP levels and female infant birth outcomes, the 

prenatal exposure effects on female infants could not be neglected. The previous 

epidemiology study [169] found that prenatal exposure to OCPs would affect the 

female infants’ hormone system, the disruption of which might cause detrimental 
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effects on reproductive ability. A long-term study [194] investigated the association 

of maternal p,p’-DDT and p,p’-DDE levels with the pregnancy time of daughters 

and suggested that prenatal exposure to p,p’-DDE might exert adverse effects on the 

ovary.  

This study characterized predictors of HCHs in cord serum samples and evaluated 

the associations between the HCH exposure and gestational age. Results of our 

study suggested the α-HCH and γ-HCH levels were negatively related to gestational 

age for term birth infants, although their exposure levels were relatively low. 

Moreover, the HCH concentrations were found significantly different in categories 

of demographic factors, including maternal age, maternal education, smoking status 

and household income. Our study found significant relationships between exposure 

levels and gestational age in some subgroups, such as women with excessive weight 

gain during pregnancy. To our knowledge, it is the first study to investigate 

associations between the HCH exposure and gestational age by stratified analyses.  

The maternal and infant demographic factors which were associated with HCH 

levels were estimated. Our results showed higher levels of α-HCH and β-HCH were 

found in elder pregnant women (p < 0.01). This finding was consistent with results 

of previous studies that age was one of the most significant factors affecting HCH 

levels [50, 55, 58]. The HCHs are POPs which could be retained in fatty tissues of 

human bodies and could not be easily excreted through urinary due to the 

lipophilicity properties [236]. Given that exposure was continuous and biological 

half-lives of these chemicals were long, HCHs would be accumulated in individuals 

with the increasing age. Positive relations between the exposure and prepregnancy 

BMI were suggested by monitoring studies of POPs presumably due to the 

lipophilic and bioaccumulative nature of these compounds [237]. Significant 
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differences in categories of prepregnancy BMI were only observed for β-HCH (p = 

0.004), while distributions of α-HCH and γ-HCH were not statistically different (p = 

0.717 and p = 0.136 for α-HCH and γ-HCH, respectively). It could be explained by 

different exposure levels. The geometric mean of β-HCH was much higher than 

those of α-HCH and γ-HCH. As α-HCH and γ-HCH were rarely reported, their 

associations with BMI and the potential of BMI as a predictor should be further 

confirmed. For socioeconomic factors, pregnant women with better socioeconomic 

status would have high exposure levels of POPs because of the different dietary 

habits and lifestyles [238]. Families with higher incomes would like to consume 

contaminated fish. The HCHs were found in water and suspended particulate matter 

from the Yangtze River catchment of Wuhan [239]. Mothers with higher education 

levels were less likely to have breastfed, and thus eliminated less level of HCHs. 

However, because most participants were primiparous, diets would be more reliable 

reasons. Maternal education and household income were major indicators of 

socioeconomic status. A previous study found higher β-HCH levels in children 

whose mothers received higher education levels [240]. Similar results were 

observed in our study that pregnant women who received higher education levels or 

had higher income families tended to have higher concentrations of β-HCH isomers 

(p < 0.001 for maternal education and p = 0.016 for household income). It is 

possible that socioeconomic status might affect individual or families’ diets, which 

would further influence the exposure levels [241]. Cigarette consumption, as an 

individual risk factor, has been reported associated with the exposure to POPs [242, 

243]. Participants in our population reported no active smoking during pregnancy, 

thus relationships with the HCH exposure were merely investigated in passive 

smoking status (yes vs. no). Our results showed passive smoking was positively 
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associated with the HCH exposure (p < 0.001 for α-HCH, p = 0.044 for β-HCH, and 

p = 0.074 for γ-HCH), which was in agreement with results of previous studies 

[243, 244]. Nicotine or other substances in tobacco smoke would influence the 

metabolism of xenobiotic substances, thus further affecting the bioaccumulation of 

POPs [243, 244].  

Prenatal exposure to OCPs was regarded as a cause of preterm birth [121]. A 

previous study suggested elevated levels of β-HCH were found in preterm birth 

rather than full term birth [206]. In contrast, in our study cord serum concentrations 

of β-HCH were not obviously different between preterm birth (gestational age < 37 

weeks) and term birth (gestational age ≥ 37 weeks) (p = 0.564). It may be explained 

by relatively low prevalence rate of preterm birth in our population (3.2%). 

According to the WHO, the prevalence rates of preterm ranged from 5-18% cross 

the world [245]. In addition, Pathak et al.’s findings were based on a case-control 

study consisting of 23 pairs [206], while our study included all the term birth of the 

population.  

The pollutants exposure, which would cause the increased risks of preterm birth, 

was simultaneously found associated with shorter gestations, such as DDE [121, 

246]. However, previous studies found no significant associations between HCH 

exposure and gestational age [179], although elevated concentrations of HCH 

isomers were found in preterm birth [206, 210]. As suggested, some unmeasured 

factors may cause the estimated associations unobvious [247]. Our results for all 

infants were similar to the previous study that relationships were not significant 

between HCH exposure and gestational age [179], whilst in term birth significant 

shorter gestational age was observed in the 3rd tertile of α-HCH or γ-HCH 

compared with the 1st tertile (β = -0.996, p = 0.045 and β = -1.362, p = 0.006 for α-
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HCH and γ-HCH, respectively). The associations between β-HCH and gestational 

age were not significant, which might result from the different toxicology of HCH 

isomers [180]. 

Our findings also suggested that associations between exposure to HCH isomers and 

gestational age at birth would be influenced by maternal age. Gestational age was 

positively associated with the α-HCH levels in mothers who were younger than 25 

years old (β = 0.610, p = 0.029), while was negatively associated in mothers who 

were elder than 35 years old (β = -1.365, p = 0.011). The discrepancy in trends 

could be explained by different exposure levels. The geometric mean of α-HCH in 

elder mothers (maternal age ≥ 35 years) was two times higher than that in younger 

mothers (maternal age < 25 years). Influence of maternal age needed to be further 

confirmed, because similar results were not observed in β-HCH or γ-HCH. As far as 

we are concerned, it is the first study which investigated the influence of maternal 

age on associations of the HCH exposure and gestational age. Moreover, we also 

found that gestational weight could also influence relationships of gestational age 

and the HCH exposure. For pregnant women who gained inadequate or adequate 

weight during pregnancy, there were not significant associations observed between 

the HCH exposure and gestational age. However, for pregnant women who had 

excessive gestational weight gain, gestational age was inversely related to the γ-

HCH levels (β = -0.316, p = 0.027). We hypothesized that the mechanism of 

modification effects of gestational weight gain would be inflammation. Excessive 

gestational weight gain was found to be associated with elevated C-reactive protein 

which was a marker of inflammation [248]. Moreover, exposure to γ-HCH would 

interfere with the immune system and cause inflammatory dysfunctions [249]. 

Shorter gestational age have been found associated with immune and inflammation 
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[250], therefore women who gained excessive gestational weight were more 

vulnerable to the HCH exposure. Our findings added evidence to influence of 

weight gain on associations of the HCH exposure.  

As for the effects on postnatal growth, OCPs especially β-HCH were associated 

with the elevation of BMI z-score. The associations were more prominent for female 

newborns. Our results showed significant positive associations of BMI z-scores with 

β-HCH at 1 and 2 years old. A prior study in Spain revealed β-HCH was associated 

with increased child BMI z-scores at 7 years old in single-pollutant model and the 

effect keep robust in principal-component analysis with other pollutants [251]. In 

addition, Mendez et al. reported β-HCH was associated with rapid growth in 

children [224]. In contrast, one cohort in Russia reported that elevated β-HCH levels 

were found in children with reduced growth [252]. However, this cohort study only 

restricted to boys, which might explain the controversial results.  

We did analyses sex-stratified populations. We observed that the effect of OCPs on 

girls was similar to the total population or stronger both in BMI z-score. However, 

most effects turned to disappear in boys. To our knowledge, sex steroid hormones 

could disturb the nuclear receptors which influence the adipose tissue [253]. As 

subspecies of EDCs, OCPs play different roles between boys and girls as a result of 

different distribution of sex hormone. Further studies were needed to explain the 

phenomenon.  

To our best known, this is the first study in China to explore the association between 

OCPs and infant growth in a birth cohort. In this study, we detected the 

concentration of HCH isomers, p,p′-DDT and its metabolites in maternal cord 

sample and follow up the mother-infant pairs to get growth data. China is one of the 

biggest agricultural countries and had extensive using of OCPs. However, OCPs 
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have ability to pass through the placental barrier and the fetus are more vulnerable 

than adults, so prenatal exposure to OCPs would influence the growth in uterus and 

postpartum for long time. It is important to explore the detail effects and mechanism 

of OCPs to infants. Although the level of concentrations of OCPs in our study 

populations is low, but it is significant that OCPs may be associated with elevation 

of infants BMI in early life. However, the weight status in 1-2 years old would lead 

to obesity in the later life so dynamic monitoring for infant growth is needed. 

In this study, we investigated the associations of birth size and the prenatal OCP 

exposure which were estimated by the concentrations of HCH isomers, p,p’-DDT 

and metabolites in cord serum. Our study is hospital-based, providing confident 

information on the population characteristics and birth outcomes which were 

retrieved from medical records. In addition, it is one of the epidemiology studies 

focused on the Chinese population. As one of the largest agricultural countries, 

China used to be one of the largest consumer and producer of OCPs. Due to the 

persistence and the ability to across the placental barrier, it is essential to investigate 

the influence of OCPs on the next generation. There were some limitations in this 

study. Although many important confounders we considered have been controlled, 

effects of other unmeasured potential factors, such as maternal dietary, could not be 

eliminated. Some individual data were missing in the following study. Moreover, 

the effects of OCPs often appeared after 1year old so further monitor was needed to 

record the effects until teenagers. 

5.5 Summary of this chapter 

In summary, we observed differences in the newborn sex when assessing 

associations of the OCP prenatal exposure and birth sizes. Among boys, birth 

weight as well as ponderal index were inversely associated with prenatal exposure 
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to β-HCH, but not shown in girls. The exposure of other HCH isomers as well as 

p,p’-DDT and its metabolites did not show any relationship with birth sizes. In 

addition, no associations between the OCP prenatal exposure and birth length were 

observed.  

We observed HCH levels varied by maternal age, pregnancy BMI, maternal 

education levels, family incomes and passive smoking during pregnancy. 

Associations of gestational age with the 3rd tertile of α-HCH and γ-HCH were 

observed significant in term birth infants. Our results showed that gestational age 

was shorter with elevated levels of γ-HCH isomers in women who gained excessive 

weight during pregnancy. Stratified analysis by maternal age indicated opposite 

relationships with α-HCH isomers between groups of youngest and eldest women. 

However, no significant associations between β-HCH and gestational age were 

found, indicating the different toxicology between HCH isomers.  

In our study, we observed the prenatal exposure to OCPs was associated infant 

growth from birth to 2 years old. The β-HCH was positively associated with the 

BMI z-score at 1year old and 2years old. In sex-stratified populations, we found the 

effects of OCPs in girls were similar with ones in total infants but disappeared in 

boys. Considering the negative effects on infant growth, it was essential to keep an 

eye on prenatal exposure to OCPs. 

Given that the exposure levels detected in our study were relatively lower than those 

from other reports, the need for continuous monitoring on the OCP prenatal 

exposure and assessment on its associations with birth sizes is obvious, even though 

the exposure levels to OCPs were reduced. Further investigations are needed to 

confirm the relationships and explain the underlying mechanism.  
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* This chapter is mainly from published papers (Jing Fang, et al. Association of 

prenatal exposure to organochlorine pesticides and birth size. Sci. Total Environ., 

2019, 654, 678-683; Jing Fang, et al. Association of in utero 

hexachlorocyclohexane exposure with gestational age. Ecotox. Environ. Safe., 2019, 

174, 263-269), and have been permitted writing into this thesis by the editorial 

office of this journal and all co-authors. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and future studies 

In this thesis, analytical methods by using GC-MS/MS were developed for the 

measurement of OCPs in serum samples at trace levels, and the effects of prenatal 

exposure to OCPs on birth outcomes as well as postnatal growth were investigated 

under a birth cohort.  

The extensive use and hydrophobic properties of OCPs have led to the long 

persistence of these chemicals in human bodies even though the use has been 

prohibited or restricted for decades. Since the toxicology and carcinogenesis of 

OCPs to the human health were proven by a number of epidemiologic and 

experimental studies, biomonitoring of the exposure was still needed. 

Biomonitoring studies could be conducted by the analysis of these chemicals in 

human serum that is an ideal matrix because it contacts with the entire body, and 

levels of compounds in serum represent the levels of the whole organism. Given that 

OCPs in serum were at extremely low levels, analytical methods with high 

sensitivity should be developed.   

Two ionization techniques (EI and CI) and two acquisition modes (SIM and MRM) 

were compared by terms of the sensitivity and selectivity. The matrix effects were 

reduced by the MRM methods using both EI and CI techniques. For two ionization 

techniques, the mass spectra of EI provided more information for identification, 

while OCPs with higher electronegativity had lower LODs under the NCI mode.  

The performance of APCI source coupled to GC-MS/MS was evaluated and 

compared to the EI source. The investigation of the GC-APCI-MS/MS method was 

extended to PCBs and PBDEs. Results showed that GC-APCI-MS/MS method had 

better sensitivity and specificity than GC-EI-MS/MS method. Molecular ions with 

higher abundance were produced using the APCI technique for most compounds 
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especially highly brominated PBDEs. The LODs of the GC-APCI-MS/MS method 

were comparable or lower than those of the GC-EI-MS/MS method. These findings 

suggested that GC-APCI-MS/MS could serve as an alternative to GC-EI-MS/MS for 

the analysis of POPs.  

The presence of OCPs in maternal blood, cord serum and breast milk has been 

reported. Given that fetuses and newborns were more vulnerable to environmental 

pollutants based on their small body sizes and critical stages of life development, the 

effects of the prenatal and lactational exposure are under concern. Under a birth 

cohort study in Wuhan, China, a total of 1046 mother-infant pairs were selected 

during 2014 and 2015. Cord serum samples were collected at birth, and socio-

demographic characteristics were obtained from medical records or questionnaires. 

The prenatal exposure to OCPs was determined by the measurement of OCPs in 

cord serum by using the GC-MS/MS method. The β-HCH and p,p'-DDE were 

predominant in the cord serum samples. Minor positive associations were found 

between α-HCH and β-HCH, and o,p′-DDT and p,p′-DDT, suggesting  similar 

exposure sources. In addition, HCH isomers were associated with maternal age, 

prepregnancy BMI, education levels, and passive smoking. 

Associations between the prenatal exposure to OCPs and birth outcomes were 

investigated. Results showed negative relationships between levels of OCPs and 

birth weight. The associations between OCP levels and infants’ birth size were 

found sex-specific. When stratified by the infant sex, effects on birth outcomes were 

more pronounced for male infants. For example, associations of β-HCH with birth 

weight and ponderal index were negative in male infants, while associations were 

not significant in female infants.  
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The postnatal growth of newborns was conducted by the follow-up study from birth 

to 2 years old. This study examined the associations between OCPs and the early 

growth. We found significant effects of β-HCH on BMI z-score at 1 year old and 2 

years old. In sex-stratified analyses, associations were not significant in male infants, 

whereas associations became more prominent in female infants. 

In this thesis, the prenatal exposure to OCPs has been evaluated, and its associations 

with birth outcomes and postnatal growth were investigated. Based on the data from 

the sex-stratified analysis, the sex difference in effects of OCPs on birth outcomes 

and postnatal growth were obvious. However, the mechanism of the sex difference 

could not be fully explained. The infants' hormone system was found affected by the 

OCP exposure, the different hormone levels between male and female might explain 

sex-difference in birth outcomes. Thus, further studies are needed. This study only 

focused on physical growth of infants. Due to the neurological impairment and 

endocrine disrupting properties of OCPs, follow-up studies focusing on cognitive 

behaviors and obesity in childhood should be conducted. For example, when these 

newborns begin their primary education, their academic performance could be 

collected as a parameter of cognitive behaviors. Relationships between academic 

performance and prenatal exposure could be assessed. In addition, some endocrine 

disrupting chemicals were found to affects human reproductive health through 

potential endocrine disruption. The hormone related development, such as pubertal 

development, should be followed to explore its associations with prenatal exposure 

to OCPs. 
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